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Introduction 
CHAPTER I 
THE PIDBLEM 
Educators are interested in the various forces which determine goal 
setting. Most people a re convinced of the importance of goals in relation 
to achievement. Teachers are constantly striving to stimula te students t o 
set goals. In some instances the teacher a ttempts to impose goals, while 
in other cases the student is urged to set his own goal s at reasonably 
high levels. The goals set by the instructor ar~ explicit goals in the 
form of definite a ssignments and standards. Implicit goals a.re the inward 
goals that are set by the student. Some students readily a.ccept the goals 
set by the instructor and successfully reach them. Other students adopt 
the goals but are unable to reach them because of difficulties. Some stu-
dents will admit that they did not accept the imposed goals . . Many students 
will openly state to the instructor that they intend to perform certain 
t a sks or reach certain goals when they really do not expect to do so. 
That is, their true inner goals do not coincide with the goals which may 
be examined by others. 
In almost all activity evidences of goal setting can be found. No 
doubt, the part played by the subject's personal characteristics is very 
important. Some students characteristically set high goals and others set 
low goals. Some students relinquish their goals only after many defeats. 
Another group shifts wi th ease a ccording to the situation. Many people 
work with long-range goa.ls in mind while others tend to have short-range 
goals. 
2 
The value of competition has been greatly stressed by many teachers. 
Some teachers feel that rivalry among students heightens their achievement. 
In the opinion of many teachers rivalry may be developed to a high degree, 
but only at the expense of cooperative effort as a group characteristic. 
Competition, it is well known,~ be developed in different wa;ys. 
The individual may compete with his own previous a ccomplishments. The 
individual ma.y compete with another individual. He may belong to a group 
and compete against another group. For example, the fourth-hour class 
might compete against the fifth-hour class in spelling. The individual 
may compete against the average of his own group or against the average of 
another group. 
{!he American system of free enterprise encourages competition. The 
individual who 11 gets ahead11 usually does o by virtue of successful com-
peti tio~ But Gates1 believes that the approach to education as manifested 
by the whole system of grades and examinations tends to place undue em-
phasis on competition . xcessive competition tends to breed an indiffer-
ence to the welfare of others and to enhance self-interest unduly. Stagner2 
believes that our whole educational system is based upon an inconsistent 
set of premises. -e encourage individual competi tion and establish for 
all children the goal of high marks, gaining II the top of the class, 11 bring-
ing home a report card with all A grades, etc. Then e set a grading sys-
tem in which the number of A grades is limited to a small percenta.ge of 
the class. Stagner believes t hat few teachers are aware of the uncon-
sciously cruel irony of this system. 
1 Arthur I. ~ates and Others, Educational Psychology, p. 704. 
2 Ross Stagner, Psychology of Personality, p. 365. 
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On the other hand, f:reedom a.nd cooperation are characteristics of the 
progressive school.3 The student assumes as much responsibility as his 
capacity allows. He cooperates with the group so the.t a common objective 
may be achieved. Teacher-pupil planning is an outstanding feature of many 
schools. Some school systems4 have abandoned compe.rative marking schemes 
and have substituted fo:r them a system of objective data which gives in-
formation concerning the amount of progress the child has made from his 
previous status • 
Statement of the Problem 
----- -- - ----
The study of goal setting in level of aspirati on situations is 11 
ra ther recent. Consequently, much resea rch remains to be done. No in-
vestigations have been concerned with the comparable effects of success 
and failure in the various_ types of competition used in this experime.nt. 
This investigation is concerned with effects of success and failure 
in two types of competition. ~ - two types of competition are call~d-. 
self com etition and group competition. Self competition occurs when the 
student att empts to reach a higher achievement level than he did previously, 
using the same material . As used in this investigation, group competition 
occurs when the student works toward a higher level of ~chievement than 
tha,t indicated by the ave rage achievement of his own group. 
The purpose of this investigation, therefore, is to study the effects 
of success and failure in two types of competition. 
< 
3 John Dewey. Experience and Education , p . 5. 
4 Henry J. Otto, Principles .2f Elementary Educa.tion, p. 367. 
Delimitations .2f ~ Study 
The subjects were one hundred and twelve high school psychology stu-
cmnts in Will Rogers High School of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The task was simple 
addition roblems of four one-digit numbers. This investigation as con-
cerned only with the typica~ level of aspiration situation; tha.t is, the 
"' subject revealed his level of a spira tion by setting a goa,l for his next 
4 
trial . Goal setting and achievement were investigated as influenced by 
success and failure in situations in which the individual competed against 
his own previous record and in ituations in which the individuttl competed 
against his own group's average . The details of the procedure followed 
will be explained in cha.p ter three. 
Introduction 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RF.SE.ARCH 
5 
The present investigation is closely related to studies conceniing 
the motivational power of various types of competition and to studies of 
success and failure. 
Some experiments in this area of level of a spir a tion have dealt with 
a type of group competition in which the individual worked for the achieve-
ment of the group. The results of these experiments indica ted th t an 
individual makes greater achievement when he works for his own score ra ther 
than for a group score.5 In t he usual class situation the student is in 
competition with the other individuAls in the cla ss. Ordinarily no effort 
is made to reduce the student's individual competi tive spirit. This com-
petition is encouraged so as to motivate the student to grea ter effort . 
In some schools the students are encouraged t o compe te :dth their own 
previous performances. Experiments in level of aspiration do no t provide 
adequate informa tion for determining the effectiveness of t his kind of 
competition. 
f!h.~ student encounters various amounts of success and. f lure while 
particip;:i.ting in his educa tional experiences . A co ider a,ble number of 
inves ti~a.tions have been concerned with success and failure i t uations. 
Some of the investiga tions are concerned with f a ilure and success in cl~ss-
room situations, and other investigations a re concerned wi th f ailure and 
5 Herbert Sorenson, Psychology in Educa tion, pp. 302-303. 
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success in performance of a simple task. The research gives no information 
concerning the comparable effects of success and failure in different kinds 
of competition. 
The following review of the literature does not include references to 
all the experiments conducted in this area. This review has attempted to 
include only those which offer an important contribution. 
Evolution of ~ ~. "Level .2f Aspiration" 
The importance of goal setting is emphasized by a competitive culture, 
such as ours. The concept 11 level of aspiration11 was first formulated by 
Dembo. 6 She was making a study of anger under the guidance of Kurt Lewin 
at the University of Berlin, Germany. She found tha t when a subject was 
given a too difficult goal the subject would set up an intermediate go~l 
termed the subject's "momentary level of aspiration. 11 
In 1930 Hoppe7 published the first major study which was directed 
toward an analysis of a level of aspiration situation. Some of the sub-
jects set the level of aspiration so high that they seldom could reach it, 
and others set the level so low that they could almost always reach it. 
It was believed that this disparity in goal setting represented differ-
ences in ambition, courage, prudence, self-confidence, etc. The experi-
ences of success and failure in the course of an activity depended upon 
whether or not the subject attained the intermediate goal or momentary 
level of aspiration. If the subject attained the intermediate goal, he 
experienced the perfoni1ance as a success, regardless of whether or not he 
6 Kurt Lewin, and Others, (J. McV. Hunt - editor), Personality and 
the Behavior Disorders, pp. 333-378. 
7 John 'If. Gardner, 11 The Use of the Term Level of Aspiration, 11 
PsychologicaJ. Review, XLVII (January, 1940), 59-68. 
( 
7 
had a ttained the goal set by the experimenter. On the ot her hand, if the 
subject failed to a ttain the intermediate or momentary level of aspi r a tion, 
he experienced the performance a s a failure . Hoppe wrote of the level of 
a spiration as t he totality of these constantly shifting, now indefinite, 
now precise, expectations, goal settings or demands in connection with 
one 's future performance. Hoppe believed t hat the level of a spira tion had 
to be inf erred through the use of three lines of evidence: (1) the spon-
taneous remarks of the sub.ject, ( 2) the occurrence of success and f ilure 
experiences, and (3) the way a t which t he ubject 11 goe a t " the t ask. 
Individual differences showed themselves according to t he extent of 
the level of a spira tion, accordi ng to the strengt h of t he tendency to ra ise 
the level af ter success and to lower it af t er f ailure, ccording to t he 
t endency to make big or little steps in one di r ection or the other, and 
according to the strength of t he tendency to break off entirely af ter 
failure ra ther t han to lower the level of a spiration gradually . 
Other investigators have t ended to rej ect Hoppe 1 s me thods of deter-
mi ni ng the level of a spira tion because of the l ack of precision and objec-
tivi t y . Juckna t 8 followed ano ther procedure . In the experiment the sub-
ject revealed his level of aspiration wi thout verbal commitments. The 
experimenter a rranged a series of ten paper a.nd pencil mazes in order of 
difficulty. The l a rger t he maze the more difficult it was to compl e te 
successfully . The level of aspirat i on was reve led by the sub.ject I s choice 
of t he maze. /hen other individuals become aware of t he level of a spira-
tion, social f actors must be considered. 
g .!l!.9:. , p . 61. 
g 
As can be observed, this procedure does not satisfy the definition 
given by Hoppe . Hoppe was referring to the subject's true inner aims, 
desires, and expectations. Stating the level openly, as in Jucknat's 
method, causes the subject to edit his level. The definition of the level, 
in the Jucknat experiment, should probably be interpreted as the level of 
aspiration in a difficulty scale at which the subject is willing to test 
himself in the presence of the experimenter. 
Fra.nk9 believed that another definition was necessary. He defined. 
the level of a spiration as 11 the level of future performance in a familiar 
task which an individual, knowing his level of past performance in that 
task, explicitly undertakes to reach." He believed that the relationship 
of the past performance to the level of aspiration depended on three , 
factors. These factors were needs competing with each other. The first 
was a need to keep the level of aspiration high; the second was the need 
to make the level of aspiration as accurate as possible; the third was th& 
need to avoid failure. He considered failure as any level of performanc~ 
below the level of aspiration. Frank believed that the three needs formed 
conatellations which are stable in time, and are not dependent on the per-
formance or type of ability required. In the experimental situation Frank 
used three tasks which used different abilities. One task was printing 
for speed, another was a spacial rela tions test, and a third consisted of 
pitching rings for accuracy. He concluded that the difference between the 
level of aspiration and the actual level of performance is a relatively 
permanent characteristic of the personality regardless of the type of 
ability the t ask required. 
9 Jerome D. Frank, "Individual Differences in Certain A3pects of the 
Level of Aspiration," American Jouma1 of Psychol~, XLVII (January, 1935), 
119-128. 
9 
Some are of the feeling that knowledge of a previous performance 
should not be considered a.s a. necessity in setting a level of aspiration. 
This w3 s the beli f of Chapman and Volkman,10 who ha,d an experimental 
situation in which the subject stated his level of aspiration without 
previous experience d. t h t he task. In this situation the term level of 
aspiration no longer fitted the definition given by Frank. The results of 
the experiment showed t ha t the level of aspiration estimated in advance of 
the performance is estim.~ted neither at random nor without reference to 
the ability to perform the t ask . 
Gardner11 sta ted tha t the term can only refer to a quantitative indi-
cation which .n indiv· clual makes concerning his future performance in an 
activity. He believes t hat t he systematic evocation of these quantitative 
indica tions demands specially designed exper imental situation. This 
specially designed experimental situ.at.ion h s two important fea tures. 
First, t he subject mus t mcke a public indica tion of what he a ims to achieve. 
The econd i mportant feature of the situation is that the subject i s re-
uired to put t hi s informa tion concerning his ai ms in ouanti tati ve terms. 
Terminology 
Kurt Le~i n12 and others have helped to develop an acceptable terinin-
ology for a level of a spiration situation. A sequence of events in a 
t ical level of a opiration si t uation consists of four parts. 
10 D. Vl . Chapman and J. Vollanan, 11 A Social De terminant of t he Level 
of Aspiration," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XXXIV (April, 
1939) , 225-238 . 
11 .J'ohn . Gardner , 11 The Use of the Tenn Level of spiration, 11 
Psycholo~ical ~eview, XLVII (January, 1940), 59-68. 
12 Lewin, and Others, ~ · ill·, 334. 
Last Per-
formance 
Goal Discrepancy 
Score 
10 
Setting of 
Level of 
New Performance Reaction to 
new Performance 
Attainment Discrepancy 
Score 
Feeling of success or failure 
related to differences of 
levels of two and three 
The goal discrepancy score is a number representing how f a r the goal 
has been set ahead or how f a r below the level of the previous performance. 
If t he goal is l a rger than the previous performance, the goal d.i scr epancy 
score is positive. If the goal is less than the previous performance, the 
goal discrepancy score is nega tive. The attainment discrepancy score is a 
term concerning the level of aspiration and the new perfo·rmance. If the 
new performance is grea ter t han the level of aspiration, the attainment 
discrepancy is posi t ive . It i s negative if the new performance is less. 
Earll Levels of Aspira tion 
Research i ndica tes t ha t a rudimentary level of aspiration exists in 
very young children. The level of aspiration is a stage a t whi ch achieve-
ment levels can be distinguished. Fales13 believes the rudimentary a spir-
a tion stage exis ts t the time when the child wants to do something by 
himself ra ther t han wi th help . Fales' wo rk w s done with nursery children 
in their efforts to remove and put on their wraps . Rudimentary aspi r a tion 
13 Lewin, and Others, Ibid., p. 355, 
11 
was found to exist e,t the two-year level. This we.s determined by noting 
those pupils who refused help. 
Three groups of children, about three, :five and a half. and eight 
ye&.rs of' age. were used by Ande rsonl4 to perform I). ring throwing task. 
The developmentel steps in the manner of throwing were these: placing the 
rings on the pegs, dropping them on, or throwing theru from a d.iste,nce. 
r.l1he re-throwing of missed x-in.gs indicated a higher developmental stage. 
The re-thr-owing of the rings after a whole series of them had been thrown 
indicated a, higher stage of level of' aspir;,:-\tion development thn;n the re-
throwing of a ring immediately a.fter it was missed. irhe higher st'lge of 
development existed when the child rega,rded the series of five r:tngs ~1s 
one unit. The higher level Wf:J,s also indic.9.ted by the willingness to risk 
missing rings. The highest possible nw,turi ty score wa.s nine. Anderson 
found the mean maturity scores for the groups from oldest to youngest to 
be 8,54,. 6.34, e.:ncl. 2.13. The conclusion is thg,t the ru!c'.'.turi ty of the level 
of aspiration increases with a.ge. The experiments showed that a11 of the 
com1)onents of the level of aspiration ,9.s found in adv..lts can be fou...l'l..d in 
eight year olds in simila.r situ.e"ltions. And.arson found. thnt a rew::1.rd. re-
duced the mH,turi ty scores to 7. 34, 5 .03, ;;md 1.03, oldest to youngest. 
Genera.J.i ty .2f the ~v2.l !2f Aspiration 
One is at once interested in how general are the conclusions drawn 
from the ,already mentioned ma.tel'ial. The simil::i,ri ties of behavior in dif-
ferent situations must be determined. In other words, within wha.t limits 
will the seJ!le factors be found. under differ,,mt ctre11.mst&,n.ces'? i,'fhE.t i2 the 
relationship between persong,,lity factors and the obtB,ined. scores? 'firu;,t is 
----
14 Lewin, and Others, loc. cit. 
--· -
12 
the nature of the variability of behavior in a definite situation? 
Most of the work concerning incUvi.clu~.1 <lifferences has been done with 
the generaJ.i ty of the goal d.iscrepancy score. Fra.nk15 made the first 
specific study concerning this problem. Correlations of .57 to .75 were 
obtained for the discrepa11cy scorer~ of two d.ifferent sessions. He con-
cludect that the level of aspiration behavioI' i~ consistent. He explained 
th.at the lower correlations for some other tasks we1·e caxtse& by play situ-
~.tion.s which involve less reaJ.i stic tendencies. 
Gouia.16 alsa drew conclu&ions concerning consis teney. She determined 
the correlations for the discrepancy scores on a group of three tasks in 
another session. Inte1·-correlations varied from .04 to .44 with 3, median 
of •. 29. Calcula.tion of correlations of tasks given in the sa.me session 
showed a median of .46. The correlations caused Goulu to believe that the 
subject responded more to the situa.tion than to the task itself. 
Gardner 1 s17 work gave generality correlations simila,r to Fra11-lc 1 s. Re 
arranged the situation so tha.t all the subjects' scores were the same. In 
one instance all experienced. success and in another, failure. Four h,sks 
were used. The mean correlation for the beginning level of aspiration 
wa.s ,37. In one pa,rt of the curve the performance was on the same level. 
At this part three con.secutive discrepancy scores ho,d a. mea.n level of .37. 
15 Jerome D. Frank, 11 Individual Differences in Certain Aspects of the 
Level of Aspiration, 11 American Journal of Psychology, XLVII (January., 
1935). 119-128. 
16 Rosal.ind Gould., 11 An Experimental. Analysis of Level of Aspiration," 
Genetic Psychology Monogre.:ghs, XXI (January, 1939), 1-116. 
17 John 1f!. Gardner, 11Level of Aspiration in Response to a Prearranged 
Sequence of' Scores, 11 Journal .2f. Experimantal Psychology, xr:,· {December, 
1939), 601-621. 
13 
Five increasing performances had a mean correb,tion of .55 for the dis-
crepancy scores. Then, five performances regularly fell a'l'l.d showed a mean 
intercorrelation of .61. The mea.ns of the intereorrelation over the entire 
series, with the exception of the first two and la.st two trials, was .57. 
Heathers18 gives us further experimental a_ata. concerning gene:mli ty. 
She varied three factors so as to determine their effect upon generality. 
They were the scale or uni ts in which the performance scores were presented 
to the subjects, the she,pe of the curve of the perform3.nee scores, and the 
motivation of the subjects. Prearranged scores were used. The sub,jeets 
were asked what score they were going to try to me,ke on the next trial. 
It was found that if the scale of units used to report the score and. the 
shape of the performance curve are both the same in two tasks, the corre-
lation of the discrepe.ncy scores was .87. If the scale is different~ aJ.-
though the curve is the same, the corr·elation was .67. The clw.nge in scale 
reduced the degree of generality. 1i1hen the scale was constari.t and the 
curve varied, no significant differences were found. Correlations of gen-
erality were from • 74 to .86. Heathers believes enough evidence is pres-
ent to indicate the.t a, che.nge in the curve will effect generality if the 
contours are different eno1J€h to allow the subject to have different in-
terpretations concerning the amount and rate of his improvement. Corre-
lations from .35 to .74 were obtained when both the shape of the curve 
e.nd. the sea.le were varied. When they were both the sane, the range was 
from .93 to • 79. An intelligence test was given to a.11other group of sub-
jects. Prizes were offered for motiv~tion purposes. The generality 
18 Louise B. Heather. HFe,ctors Producing Generality in the Level of' , 
Aspiration, 11 Journal E!_ E;periment~ Psychologz, rn (May, 1942). 392-1¥,6. 
14 
eorrela.tion e.oeffieient 111as .93. .A correlation of .84 was obtained for a. 
comparable group not highly motivated. The a.verage intercorrela.tion for 
tasks at the same session was .Sl while for different sessions it wa.s 
.62. Evidence exists that common factors, such as attitudes. present at 
a certain session, tend to me.ke the resu.l ts of tha.t session more similar 
than the results of different sessions. 
Rotter19 calculated, test-retest· generality after an intervGtl of one 
month. The subject was rewarded. for eorreet estimates and punished for 
incorrect estimates on. a motor 11erformance test. The coefficient was .46 
for the number of times the subjeet re$,ehed or exceeded his estimate. 
Following success or failure in reaching the estimate the shifts up a..na. 
down bad a coefficient of .56 and frequency of shifts . 70. 
Hilgard and Sait20 studied. the effect of goal striving on one's per-
ception. of the pa.st. Subjects estima.ted both their past and future per-
formances. The conclusion. was that goal striving did influence his per-
ception of the past. Subjective distortion entered in both past and future 
estims,tes. :Preston and J3ayton21 asked their subjects: what they actually 
expect to get, least they would be likely to get. and the most they would 
hope to get. It was found the general.ity of these estima.tes from task to 
task was high. A later paper shows the correlation between the lea.st end 
19 Ju.lian :B. Rotter, 1tLevel of Aspiration as a. Method of Studying 
Personality: II, De-velopment and 1llva1ua,tion of a Controlled Method," 
Journal _2f E;perimental Ps;ycholo&, XX.XI (November, 1942), Q.10-422. 
20 Ernest R. Ililgard and Em.est M. Sait, 11Estimates of Past and of 
Future Performances a.s Measures of Aspiration, 11 American Journal .2f 
Psycholoq, LIV (January, 1941), 102-108. 
21 Malcolm G, Preston and Jares A. Bayton, 11 Differentia.l Effect of a 
Social Variable Upon Three Levels of Aspiration,u Journal.£! hperimental 
f slcholoQ, XXIX (November, 19~ l) , 351. -369. 
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actual, e.nd least and maximum were negligible, while those between a.etual 
and m1:1.ximum were .45 to .84. 
A review of the literature indica.tes some cons:i.stency of behavior in 
motive,ted situations. The more realistic the situ.a.tion the greater the 
generality. Some evidence exists that the subject responds more to the 
situe,tion than to the task. Attitudes present at a. certa-in. session tend 
to make the results of one session more similar than the results of dif-
ferent sessions. A ch3..nge in the uni ts used to report the score made a 
statistica1ly significant difference. 
·· 'success e.nd Failure 
--------
lilxperimen tal work has proved the importance of the effect of success 
and failure. It may be so,id that geners.lly if one reaches his level of 
s,spiri:i.tion, the level will be raised on succeeding tria.ls. However. if 
the attainment discrepancy is negative, he will lower his level of a.spir-
ation. T.t should be remembered that what is co~1sidered r.i.s success or fail-
ure for one .subject would not be the same necessarily for another sub_ject,)' 
The stated level of aspiration does not frequentl? coincid.e with the true 
inner goal. Y.lha.t might appes.r to be f'e.ilure for the subject could actu;illy 
be success. The subjects will '!ary :i.n their own ideas of wh'3.t constitutes 
success a.1'ld. failure. To some it will be a def'ini te specific experience 
while to others it will probably be more abstract or relative. 
JucknJJ.t22 used two series of ten mazes of a. range of difficulty. One 
series of mazes was solvable and the other was not. In the solvable series 
t.h.e level of aspiration, in observed. shifts of level of aspiration, 76 per 
cent were upward e.nd 2~- per cent were d0vmward. In the nonsolva.ble series, 
22 Lewin, 2.E· cit., p. 338. 
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of the observed shifts, 84- per cent ,vere d.ownward and 16 per eent were 
u,pwa,rd. Thus, the general trend was followed. Juckna..t gave a rs.ting to 
the strength of success or failure judged to be felt by the subject. From 
this it appeared the.t the stronger the success, the greater will be the 
percen.tll.ge raising of the level of aspiration; the stronger the failure, 
the greater the percenti:ige lowering of the level of asp1.ra,tion. 
Ju.cknat further found tr8..ns:fer a. fa.ctor by i.nvestiga,ting the effects 
of success or failure in one task on the level of aspiration :for a sub-
sequent ta.sk. She u~ed the S1'1Jne two mazes mentioned. One insured suc-
cess; the other me0.nt certain failure. The effects of the first maze ex-
perience influenced the level of aspiration in the other maze series. The 
me.gni tude of the effect depended upon the extent to which the second series 
is rega.rded e,s e, continuation of the first seri.es. If the success series 
fol.lowed the fe.ilure series, the level of aspiration for the second was 
lower than for the first. The reverse was true if the fa,ilure series fol-
lowed the success series. 
If the two series do not appear to constitute a single task, there 
is less transfer of reactions to the level of aspira.tion. tf the two 
series appear to be closely related, the beginning level of the second, is 
close to the end level of the first. :But if the series a:p-pear different, 
the beginning level for the second is close to the beginning level for the 
first. The beginning level of the second is always between the first a.nd 
fina.1 level of the first series. 
Fra;o.k23 hs.s found that the level of aspiration on a "norma.111 task 
23 Jerome D. Frank. llThe Influence of the Level of Perf.ormance in 
One Task on the Level of Aspirs,tion in Another, 11 Journal .2f Experimental 
Psycholo_a, XVIII (April. 1935), 159-rn.. 
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differs according to whether it follows an easy activity or !:I, hard one. 
The beginning level is higher when the normal task :follows the easy activ-
ity than when it :f'ollows a h.a.rd one. The extent of the effect depended 
upon the degree to which the two tasks were objectively similar. 
It has been determined by Hoppe in the 1930 experiment that an indi-
vidual will set up goals near the limit of his ability. A certain task 
could ordine,rily be performed in about eighty-eight seconds. He could not 
produce a feeling of failure by setting a goal of sixty seeonds or less. 
These conditions caused the individual to set his own goa1. Most of the 
cases ha.d success or failure between the limits of 65 to 110 seconds. 
Hoppe found that there were forty-two c~,ses of sponts.neous stopping after 
a series of trials. Ten stopped after complete success when further rais-
ing of the level appeared impossible, twenty-three stopped after a series 
of failures, and one person stopped after one failure. Therefore, it is 
evident that a tendency exi.sts to stop when the chances for success a.re 
not good. 
A study of failure and. success wa.s performed by Sait24 while studying 
changes in the level of aspiration. The experimenter varied the diffi-
culty of the te,sks and noted the effect upon the level of aspiration. It 
was found that the level of aspiration was effected by the difficulty of 
the ma. terial. It was f oun.d that the degree of difficulty of .the task 
exerted more influence than the scores of other groups. Furthermore, those 
subjects e:xperieneing increasingl~ difficult ma,terial tended to overesti-
mate their progress. Those who had tasks that were increasingly easy had 
24 Em.est M.. Sai t 1 "Progressive Changes in the 1,evel of Aspiration 
Vlithin Learnin.g, 11 Psychological :Bullet:i.n, XXXV {October, 1938). 521-522. 
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the opposite tendency to underestimate their ability. 
Fa:rjc.ns25 investig:.?,ted success and f&,ilure in children from one to 
four years of age tmd in inf an ts of six months to one yer.;i,r. A considerable 
displacement of the level of ~J.ctivity W$,S found. It was found. that rather 
passive children were moved by success to a rather &,ctive kina. of behavior, 
&nd rather active children C8.Jl be reduced by failure to a rather passive 
kind of conduct. The results indicated th,"l.t i::;uccess mea11s psychologically 
something essentially other in the infant than in the young child. Results 
ind.icated tha.t the att!:l.inment of a substitute goal, a. consolation, or an 
encoura..gement is, for the child, to a, rather considerable degree, the eq_u.iv-
e1ent of a genuine success. 
Esca.1ona26 made a.n experimental study of the effect of success and 
failure u.;pon the level of aspiration Md behavior in ma.nic depressive 
psychotics. In this experiment the subjects were patients i'1.t the Mount 
J?le.SJ,se.nt Ste,te Hospital imd the Iowa. City Psychope.thic Hospi tel. The 
tasks were arranged according to difficulty in two series. The tasks were 
somewlw,t similar to Jucknat' s in thD.t the subject I s choice of the series 
indicated the level of e,spiration. Escalona found th~,t the hypom~,nic 
subjects entered the ex:perimenta.1 situation freely and. had a high beginning 
level of aspiration. They were very sensitive to success and. failure. 
Consequently, they readily shifted their levels of aspiration in either 
direction ~ccording to the motivation. The excited manic subjects were 
often too distractable to m;:dntain a goal id.ea, and in some cases refused. 
25 Kurt :r. ewin, ,A: Dyne..mic Theory .2f. Personali tr, 252-254. 
26 Sibylle K. Escalona, 11 The Effect of Success and Failure Upon the 
Level of Aspiration Rnd Beha.vior in Manic Depressive Psychoses, 11 !!_niversi ty 
of Iowa Studies in Child. Welfare, XVI, No. III, 199-302. (194o) 
-- -
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to do the tasks for fear of failure. Their levels of aspiration were fre-
quently shifted, although they were usually high on the first trial and 
then lower on al.1 the others. The experimenter then considered speed of 
decision and speed of movements by means of quantite.tive meiisurements. 
Escalona classified the depressed type subjects $.S decision retarded, 
major decision reta,rded, motor retr-.,.rded, and not retg.rded. By means of 
interviews, infornw,tion w8,s gathered concerning the development of the 
illness in comparing the motor retarded and decision retarded groups. In 
most cases the decision retard,'.:'!.tion developed in connection with an en-
vironmental eonflict while the motor retarded. subjects evidently ha,d no 
such centra.1 environment conflict. The depressives, as a group, took more 
time to make choices e..nd were less mobile in setting levels of aspiration. 
Escalona believed that they seemed less affected by success and failure in 
.setting levels of e,spiration than other £actors such as duty and accepted 
social standards. 
Sea.rs27 considered success and failure in pupils while studying e,ri th-
metic and reading and came to some interesting conclusions. She found 
that children who gave evidence of being negiitive goal discrepancy setters 
felt some 11.:1,ck of confidence in regard to achievement but showed. a markedly 
general defensive 1 self protective reaction to situations in which they 
could experience failure in the presence of witnesses. Those who fre-
quently have a low positive discrepancy score have a feeling of security 
in their achievement. Her conclusion concerning the high positive goal 
discrepancy scorers was tha.t they could rather easily a,d.mi t failure without 
27 Pauline S. Sears, 11Level oi~ Aspiration in Relation to Some Vari-
ables of Personality: Clinical Studies," Journa,l 2%. Social Psychology, 
XIV (November, 1941), 311-336. 
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much daJnage to their ego, al thcmgh they did feel somewhat insecure. 
Adams28 found. that bids were increased following success more fre-
quently than they ,.'Vere decreased following failure; he found that college 
students followed this tendency E'!ore than fourth grade pupils. 
Barker, Dembo, 8,nd :r_,,ewin29 conan.cted a,n ex-_perimen t in. which they 
found that r<'3g:t·es{.;ion :re,'3u1 ted from interrnpted children I s play in an 
ideal situa'tio:n. A:ppe.rently, the produced frustration affected the momen-
tary implic:"lt goe,ls of the subjects. First, the children. were 1!),llowed. to 
pla¥ in a.n :i.clee.l sit1m.tion. Later they were moved to e, loss attractive 
play situation.. :But ·the subjects could s -till viev1 the ideal sit1J.r'l tion 
through the net partition. All of the subjects whose ages i;vere two to 
five years, showed regrEission. 
The regression w~i,s :proportion.ally greater for the older subjects. 
The regression wa.g shown by less differentiation of activity. a, breakdmm 
:i.11 organizat:i.on. of the indi vidu.s.l resulting from confHet from several 
gortls, an.ct less cHst'.i.nct clifferEmtiation betvwen rea.l:i. ty and fax1tasy. 
G x·oup Influence 
Invostiga.tions ha:ve been performed which show the influence on levels 
of ruip:i.ration hy our culture in a, rather gene_ral way. An indivicl:ual I l:1 
pc-irformance l1lfif he ba,sed on a reference scale of another individ:ruil, of the 
group to \;rhich he belongs, o:r· of other groups. These influences m ..iy be 
consiclerecl as fra.mes of reference which help the ~ubject to determine h:ls 
2S D. K. AoEJns, 1'Age, Race end Responsiveness of Levels of Aspiration 
to Success and Failure, n J?3z_cho3:_o~i~al Bulletl_!!, XXXVI (July, 1939), 573. 
29 Roger G·. Barker, Koumin and Wright, Child Behavio:r ~ ~lop-
~. Chapter 16. 
goal. This investigation wou ... ld note the influences of vario-us groups 
nnder several situations inclucHng a consideration of competi ti.on, 
.a.ehievemen t, r,,n.d other possible fa,ctors. 
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Several studies have been rmde showing the effect of group factors . 
.Anderson end :Bra.ndt30 gave fifth gra,de children a, series of s:lx cimcella-
tion tests sp,,,ced a half week 3;part. J3y examining a gra.ph each child 
could. see how he stood in relation to the gro11p. A child could. not iden-
tify tbe J)Osi tion of 13.'tr:f other child. :Before a triaJ., each child was to 
write down :privately the sccJre he tho'l¥-",ht he co111d ~,,ttain on the follc::nv:ing 
trial. '.!}he subjects were grouped :;,,ccorlling to performance quartiles. Jfor 
the u,pper q1.1.artile the avera,ge level of aspi rei.ti.on. was 2 .1 poi.n ts .'.1.bove 
the performance level. For the lowest quartile the level wt.ts 13 .6 points 
ab,)Ve the performe.nce level. Thus, we have evid.ence that the low0r cpJ.ar-
tile t,cinds tov1ard a. rather large positive di M'.t'e:pa.ncy score. The up])er 
quartile te:no.s toward a slightly positive discrepancy- score. The corre-
lation between discrepan.c;r score and. position of performance wtth respect 
to the group was .46. 1I.1he results inili.cro,.ted that the lower the perform-
ance relHtiv·e to that of .the group, the larger the d.iserepa.ncy. 
Hilgard, Sai t, and. Mag/3 .. :ret31 obtained the same result for eollege stu-
dents. 1rhey performed an experiment and obtained three groups by giving 
problems of easy, med.:i .. um, 21ncl hard difficulty. The subjects we:rfl told the 
score for each person in the group on the preceding tria.1 in order from 
--.------
30 H. H. Anderson end TI. Jl. Brandt, 11 Stu.dy of Motiva.tion InvoJ.wing 
Self Annoll.'l'lced Goals of' Fifth Grade Children and the Concept of Level of 
Aspiration, 11 Journal .£! Social, Ps;v:choloQ, X (May, 1939) , 209-232. 
31 Ji1rnest R. Hilgard, E. M. Sai t, and G. A. Magaret, H!,evel of Aspir-
ation fl.s Affected by !!ela.tive Stimding in e,n :El:x:perimenta,l Social Group, 0 
~.2,un1.9:1:. 2f J~;peri~!l,tal Ps;,vchol~. XXVII (October, 19l1.o), 11.11-t~21. 
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the best to the poorest. In this experiment all three groups started out 
with about the same amount of discrepancy score hut by the last four trials 
the easy material grou;p had. a discrepancy score of -3 .lt; the group with 
the medium materials, a score of +l.O; e.nd the group with the difficult 
problems had a score of 'i"~-.2. This work indicates a fr2m1.e of reference in 
which the individual's perforraanee is placed on the scn,le formed by ·bhe 
performances of his gro~. It is evident that the level of aspiration. is 
influenced by the individual's knowledge of his standing relative to tri.J.lt 
of the group. The scores tended to regress toward -~he mean. 
Vie may now a.ssume that it is likely that the knovrledge of' perf'.or.ma.nees 
of other groups may have an eff eet o.f a like kind. The first investigation 
of this na,ture was made by Chapman and Volkman.32 Groups of college stu-
dents were given comparison scores of literary critics, students, a.nd 
VI. l?. A. workers for a test of 01ite:mry ability.If Unknown to the sub,jeets 
the comparison scores were equal. The groups' heights of level of aspir-
ation followed this sequence from lowest to highest: co:mpa:riso:u ni th 
experts, no comparison, eomp.8,rison with own student group, and comparison 
with the inferior W. P. A. group. The sub,jects ha,d not yet taken the 
tests and so did not know their own scores. 
Festinger33 ma.de further study o:f the influence of group st."l,ndards. 
The college subjects had only their own previous scores to compare their 
present performa,nce with a, si tw,tion in which the score was made to appear 
either above or below a high school group, a college group, and 1!!i, gre.<luate 
32 D. VJ. Chapman ~md J. Volkman, 11 A Social Determinant of the 1,evel 
of Aspiration, 11 Journal 2l. .Abncrin~ ~ll.2: fu:i_c:i.~.1 !§?ychology, XXXIV (Ap:r.il. 
1939), 225-238. 
33 Leon Festinger, "Theoretica1 Interpretation of Shifts in Level of 
As:piration,'1 Psycholog::;ica;l Review, Xt,IX (Ma;y, 1942), 235-250. 
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group. As the comparison group increased in value, the positive valence 
of the goal discrepancy decreased. Th&t is, when the subjects we:r.e told. 
they had scored above a. high school group, they had a sm&11 negative goal 
discrepancy score. This negative score became larger when the sub.jects 
were told they had scored above a college group, a.n.d still larger when. 
they were told they h$,d scored above a. gradu.'1te group. When the sub,jeets 
were tola. they had scored below the three groups. a. positive goal discrep-
ancy score resulted. This score was largest when the subjects were told 
they ha,d scored below the high school group, 8.nd lowest when they were told 
they had scored belmv the gra,duate group. 
Hertzman &;nd Festinger34 were interested. in whether an individual 
would be a..ffected by the aspiration of others as well as the performances 
of others. The ex:perimen ters used twenty male college undergrs,dua tes as 
subjects. After the first trial the subjects in the ex-perimental group 
were given their discrepancy scores. Before the next tria1 each was given 
the avera,ge score and average level of an equivelent group. In ea.ch CG,se 
the individual's score w1M1 equal to that of the gro11;p. The goa.1 cliscrepancy 
of the group average was given as opposite in val.ence to th.:'l.t of the su.b,ject. 
This had a significant effect in that the changes in the level of l9,spir-
ation were changes which enabled the students to conform to the group's 
level of a.s:pire,tion.. 
There is experimental evidence showing that goal cliscrepencies e,i•e 
effected by various factors of a socio-economic nature. Gould35 found 
that subjects with low discrepancy scores are those in a relatively more 
34 M. Hertzman and L. Festinger, 11 Shifts in Explicit Goals in a Level 
of Aspiration E:xperimen t, 11 Journal !2! Experimental Psychology. XXVII 
(October, 1940), 439-452. 
35 Rosalind Gould, "Some Sociological Determinants of Goal Strivings, tt 
Journal .2f Social Fsycholoe;u, XIII (May, 1941), 461-473. 
favorable social and economic stnnding, as compared wi,i:;h those with a high 
positive di screpanc;sr score. Follordng a,re some of· the factors th.gt helped 
determine the size of the discrepancy score: mo-!l'e college training, in.come 
of the sub,ject 1 s father, birth of parents in this country. amount of time 
spent in vmrking way thro'Ligh school, '3,ncl expecta,ncy of future lstrge M,1-
axies. 
Juckna,t36 discovered that habi tus.l success or f;dlure Yvas ;;mother 
background factor influencing goal discreJ)ancy. 1'fhen her group o:t 500 was 
divided into those who tvere cons:l.stently good, medium, or poor students, 
differences in the level of aspiration of the groups were noted. 1,Le,zes 
wei·e placed in e;n ascending order of t'lifficul ty. The good grou.J;i had an 
initial level of aspiration rather high. The poor group h~1,cl a level of 
aspiration either rather high or low. 
1 :his ·t;opic was further invest:'i.gated by Gould a,nd Le,ds .37 They were 
1;1,ble to find evid,ence showing the influence of the social v::1,rfa.ble. The 
subjects were divided into three groups. The first group was given a score 
as 'being 1:::verage for classmates. The second gr01xp was given the seme s.ccn."'e 
as avern,ge for ct1llege professors. The third g:rou:p was given the same 
score s,s average for !JJ. P. A. workers. No ste.tisticri,lly :relfa,ble differ-
ences in i,eri'orme,nces were :fouml for the three groups. TI1e leil'el ,of a.sp:lr-
f!.tion scores did. show e, relia,ble difference. The discrepa.ncy scores were 
lowest for the group compa,red with the class ave:rs..ge 13,nd highest :for those 
conrp1::1,red to the 'J!. P . A. workers. 
36 Kurt Lewin, £8 , ill· , 34-3, 
37 Rosalind Goulet :nul H. :B. Lewis," Experimental Inveic:tigation of 
Chnnges in the 1:Ie,3,ning of Level di' Aspir.g,tion, 11 Journal !:!. Expeij_m~nta,! 
Psycholo..Q:, Y.J(VII (Octo'be1·. 19!.i.O), 422-438. 
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gator found that ,.ihitcs ~0-,mdoc,. to rdse thoj.r csti-i:1ations of the:,ir rnuximum 
and actual levels and hold -choir 0t,i:.irnr1.t.iomi of tJ.10i1• loo.st loverl. constm1t 
i·Then told tho.t they ue1'0 doi:i:1£>: o.n 1rdl as a ficrt:U;iour, exou.p of lTegroes. 
th.:'1..t Hcgrooo tended to louer their :..1stimntions of tJ:wlr least lcvols c,.nd 
Pauli..vto Soars40 used childrc~1 
cropancy than those helone::ine to tho pest success [".;1·oup. Tho r.10111bors of 
dincrepo.ncy scores 1-1hich ra:ncod £:ro,11. h:tf)l positive 3001 .. 00 fo :r.uthc.1r larce 
ability with a small positive range. 
s;1:ms4l worked 1-rlth three croups. The tnskn UDZ'C 1ettc:.' number sub-
stitutions ro1d speed of reading, given throe t:iJ>1os; a 1,:-cok for three weeks .• 
38 Al .. chibclc1 Mcintooh1 11D:lfferontfoJ_ Hf'ff)ct of the Ste:tu.rJ oi' tho 
Competing Grotti';S Upon the Lavcls of AL1?il'e.tion, u fJl9_~:&.£i'llJ !&~ 2f 
Ps:ychol~, LV (October, 191;,2), 546-554 • 
.3~ l!olcolm C. Preston and James S. Dayton, 11Diff'orontio.l Effo~t c.:f a 
Soc:toJ. Vurfo.blo U.D. o:n Throe Levels of Aspiration6 11 Jo111•r1r1 of E:lr;)c:r:lr-1ontcJ. 
.. ,, ----v..tf'!:"' _ ... ..,.~ ... ,~~-~ 
PsycI]ffLQf:£:, XXIX (Novemb0r, 19.U), 351-369. 
4,0 Pauline S. Scars, "Levels of Aspiration in Acndo,:1ico11y- Sncecs!.':fu.l 
und UnsuccossfuJ. Childron, n i!Q_urnoJ. Qf. A1:raor:rr'"'~J.: ~l ~'}! .f..l&i.'.£115-:lf?GY..2, 
XXXV (October, 194.0) ~ l.,.9S-536. 
41 V. I-1. Sims, 11 T11c Rel.a:ti ve Infl uonc e of 'l't·iO Ti.n;c s o:t' I:Iot:tv:.". t:i.on on 
Improvenont, 11 Journt;J.1 g! ~.uc~~ Ps;,zchol9,gz, XIX (Octobc:r.s, 19~:.d) ~ 
480-481 ... 
The members of one group scored. theiT own tests. A._nother gronp W;;1,s divi(led. 
into two subgrou;ps for the purpo,;e of e;:r·oup compe"Gi tion. ~'he group ,;cores 
\ '•.1'.-:'"e cor,,.,,,.,i.C'l .. •~ed o.,r• P., :'·"'.,·~." .• " ... 'h, "1hA -?~-·'"· ... gr1•,·i1·r. •h-~ •')''1°rec' ,·,~cordi"'= t" ,,,n·1·t·· S::.J. =.i,---.L • • o _::.•o~..,,-· ·.L ... v ~.cu,s•,Ja -'"jf' Vi,;',,:, Jo, l. o,IC · '··'b ·,.1 ,.,,, :L .. 1 y 
so e.s to tifforcl. ind.hricluaJ eompetit:i.011. I'v was fou:nd that the last group 
was greatly superior. 
L'Iost of the already-rnentio~ned 1">esearch rnakes evldent tl1e in11;>ortc\nce 
of revealing to the subject his progress. Little or no progress was mr,.de 
Tin ti1 tha subject. was giv·en a Itnmvledge of his results. Vihen thig w1;1,s tlone 
con:cd{leraJ)le i:m11rovemen t v:rt:'.l,s noted. An earl;y· experiment in 1922 by Book 
1,',·o· ·v,·,·ee·1 ·1 1+2 -x''O'·"e·~ t"·be and, . .Lv _ _ :c;,." \}. ·"' irnpo:ctance of revealin.g the subjects 1 progress. 
A • t' t • 1 ·v in • 1 ~ • t' t • d • 11 
.,1.11 :1.nves· lt:?1, J_on oy l,Jro,vn. "" :i.nvo veu ar2 ·x1me J.C r1. • 
y:e,s to1cl the preveous results and recorded the scores on a gre.ph, higher 
scores v,ere m:si,de than when the subject was not given his previous scores. 
The use of the grap:c"i. wo..s considered, by the investigB,tor, as being an ad_-
6.ition,9,1 in.centive. 
1J:he li. teratu:re shows that little o'bjective information hi:1,s been ob~ 
ta,ined concerning personality traits and va,rious fr.;;.ctors that influence 
the choice of a goal. 
(}ould a.11cl Ka:pla11l.JJ~ found. only low co:crela,t:5.ons between discrepancy 
scores for six ta,sks i:lntl scores for domina,nce feeling b;y- Ma.slow inventory. 
l.1-2 W. F. Book and L. Norvell, HThe t'1ill to Lesi,rn, n Journal of Genetic 
r.s~rcholog;.:, XXIX (December, 1922) , 305-312. 
t~3 F. ,J. Brmm, HKnowledge of Results as ':l.n Incentive in School-Room 
J?ract:i.ce, 11 :rour'.?~ 2.:£ ~..9:..tj.onaJ, PsychologY:, XXXIII (October, 1932), 
532-552. 
1
~
1+ nosttlind_ Gould t:mtl H. Kt,plan. ti The Relationshi:p of Level of Aspir-
ation to Ac2,demic end Personality Factors, 11 Journrtl of Social Psychology, 
XI (}Pebr11:::.ry, l c31.~o) , 31-40. 
and extraversion-introversion (Guilford). The correlations were from 
minus .17 to plus .21. 
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Gardner1J.5 compared discrepancy scores with ratings for personality 
traits. The correlations were uniformly low. The differences between the 
high, medium, and low groups were too small to be rega,rded as sta,tisticD.lly 
significt:i.nt. Some trends were observed which vrnre interesting, The ten 
sub,iects with the highest discrepancy scores were rated. highest in dis-
se,tisfs,ction with status end importance .!il,ttached to intellectual achieve-
ment. The lowest te-.a were rated lowest on motivation and highest on fee,r 
of failure, 
The Sears report46 showed she studied small groups of children highly 
motiVB,ted for school work. They had been highly successfuJ. or unsuccess-
ful in school. Factors appeared when they were <livided e,ccording to size 
of discrepancy scores for school tasks. Those with high discrepancy scores 
were lowest in scholastic achievement. They readily ad.mi tted their incom-
petence and showecl the attitude of low self-confidence, Those with low 
positive discrepancy scores were successful and confident. They, apparently~ 
:possessed fewe1· poor person.ali ty tra.i ts and were not behavior problems. 
1i1he negative discrepancy group we.s in between the high and low :positive 
discrepancy group in both confidence and academic success. They ranked. 
highest in self-co:nsciousf!,'9-ss, soci81 motivation. defensiveness, a..11d self-
protection in their attitudes tov1ard failure. 
45 John 1/l. Gardner, 11 The Relation of Certain Personality Variables to 
Level of .Aspiration," Journal of PsycholOQ, IX (January, 19!~.o), 191-206. 
46 l?a,uline S. Sears, HLevel of Aspiration in Relation to Some 
Variables of Personality: ClinicaJ. Studies, 11 Journal .2£ .§.2£.ia.l Ps1c..'h.oloQ,:, 
XIV (November, 1941), 311-336. 
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Another study considering :porsone,lity traih w21,S rnad.e by Ye,co:rzynski.47 
He studied the relationship between d,egree of effort end the d.irectfon of 
the aspir,3,t:ton level. He found. that an increasing d,egree of effort :Ls 
gs.sociatetl with a decreasing number of J,>redictions tha,t the scores w:lll 
improve. Yacorz;'.{nski believes thc.t confidence of tho subject in his ab:Uity 
may :increase predictions of improved_ scores on successive trials and also 
decrea.se the amount of effort shown. 
(}ruen.48 compared scores on Roger's test of personality adjustment 
yifi th discrepancy scores :for thirty-two seventh a:na~ eighth gre.ders. The 
task was that of letter-symbol substitution. rrhe sub,jects were classified 
s,s well adjusted_ Dnd maladju.ste(l. Only i:n the mo.ladjus ted group did uega.-
tive discrepancy scores appec'l,r, The ml:"l,lacljusted group a_evia.ted more from 
tht3 individual mee:n discrepanc.v score than the &,dju.stect group. This ,;m,s 
stc,tistiCL~lly significant. 1J:ihe roA'ol.1~.djuste(l sub,jects voicect evidence of 
insecuri t;y .s)n.d of a need. to raise goals 11,fter fnilures to compensnte for 
not ·being successful.. The well a.cl.justed d.id not teml to corrrpensri.te for 
ia,ilure by raising their estimates. 
Hm'.l.;::'l.wal t, Hamilton, and. Mo:rris4·9 Eli:l.de a s tud.y o:f level of aspire,tion 
behavior in college les)iers a;ad non-leaclers. On the average, lea,ders set 
highex· levelg of as1Jirat:1on th1:m non-leaders. 1.rhe in:vestigators believed. 
47 CL IC Yacorz;ynski, 0 Degree of Effort: III, Rel0.tionshi:p to the 
Level of Aspiration, 0 ~ of Experimental Psycho!9€rl, XXX (Ma.¥, 19~-2). 
t1.07-1u3. 
4B 1 • ~ Emily vr. Gruen, 1 Level of .t-;,::rp:icri-;i,tfon in Rel:1,tio:n to ,:ersorw,li ty 
Ii\1.ctors in Adoleecents,n Chile! Develo-pment, XVI (December, 191~5), l!Sl-1SS. 
49 }folson. G. Hanavm.J.t, C2.rol E. Hs,milton, a..lld M. Louise ~!ferris, 11'Level 
of Aspir<:d:ion in College 1eB,ders and Won-Lea.ders, 11 Jou:cn;J,l .£f Abno1:n~ ~ 
s~:ciD,1- :Psychologl, llXVIII (October, 19l1j), 5i~5-558. 
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that factors v:hich make for :sm open, mildly optimistic ste.ternent of 8, goal 
are i:tho fr,.ctor·s which ff:,.vor selection for posts of responsibility in 
extra.-curricul.ar affrd.rs. 
~ 2.f VE0,rious l.nstruction.s 
It h:,,.s been found that the m~nner in which an. incU. vidtru is asked to 
sts.te his go2.l s,ffects the statetl level of aspiration. GouJ.a.50 asked the, 
question, n:i7hat will you ao next time? 11 In e,nswer to this question there 
existed three classes of interprefat;:i.ons. One group set 1;hei:r level of 
fJ,spirr1.tio11 at a minimmn of possibility, another group set their level at 1':l. 
maximum, anc1 the final grou:p set their level at about the ~;verD,ge of' their 
perfo11r1ance. 
:E'rank51 fm.md that the question, 11 What do you think you will do? 11 
influenced the sub,jects to try to come closer to their estime.tes tha,n the 
question, 11 Whe.t do ;J'OU intend to do?n 
JPestinger52 conducted rn'.!. investigation in which the s1ibjects were 
asked, flVihat do you think you will get next time, thr:,,t is, whe.t score do 
;y·ou expect to get on the next test?n In another experiment the subjects 
were asked, 11 Yil:1El.t score wo·u.ld. you like to get next time, thr'"lt is, what 
clo you intend to get on the next test'f 11 The first grcn.1.p is referred to as 
the 11re8,listic11 grou,;p and. the secon<l group e.s the il~1is1'..ful 11 group. Some 
fmbjects were told that they scored 13,bove a fictitious groc11). Others were 
50 Rosalind G-011lci, II.An Experimental .Ax1alysis of Level of ,,Pi.spLra.tion, n 
Genetic psy:2_12,ologicaj, rfonogra:p~, XXI (January, 1939), 1-116. 
51 Jerome D. ::!'rank:, 11 A Comp.a,:rison Between Cert£dn :Proporties of the 
Level of Aspire.tfon ano. Random Ouessing,H Jou~"11-. 2! £'s~l.og-~, III 
(J "'U"·"'" ~·,r 1036 \ h)-, -62 CJ., Uo.s.,co.Lt/ t ..I J -, ·, ,., 
52 Leon :E'esUnger, IHJ.'heorctical In te:rpre tations of Shift:3 in. !,evel of 
As11irat:l.on, 11 Ps;v-chOl9$iCal Review, XLIX (May, 1942), 235-250. 
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told that they had seoreo. below a fictitious group. Part of the subjects 
scoring above and below the fie ti tious group were told that the group was 
composed of high school students, another p-1irt were told. that the group ws,s 
composed of college sttldeniai., while another :pe,rt were told that the group 
was composed of gradus,te stt1.den.ts. It was found that the realistie group 
shifted. The 1,vishfu.l group showed g:t:eater shifts 1ivhen placed above a, group 
th:-~ when placed below, while the realistic group shifted equ.al.ly for both 
pod tions. The wish:ful. group shifted less when below the other group 
probably because of less :reaction to failure. The rea.lhtie group uniforml1 
raised their discrepancy scores when scoring below one of the three fie-
ti tious grotq>s • 
lrt,vi:a and Mintzer53 conducted an experiment in rrhich one group, the 
11 expect11 group, was asked, "What is your prediction :for the next tri1!1,l ? 11 
An.other group,. known as the n110:pe" group, wa,s a,s...lted, 11 1ffh.at score do you 
hope to make on the next trial?" These variations in instructions caused 
a large variance in discrepancy scores. The "hope" group had positive 
goal discrepancy scores much la.rger than the Hexpect11 or ttrealistic11 group. 
The II real i sti c1' group showed a greater :number of changes in the level of 
aspiration from one trial to the next. The authors believe it is better 
to asli the subjects to ste.te the goal or what is to be achieved ra,ther 
than mere expectations. 
Rolt54 ma.de an investigation in which he a,sked one group to write on 
the paper the letter grade that they thought they ivould. actually make. 
53 F1'allcis W. Irwin and Marcia. G. Mintzer, 11 'E"ffect of Differences in. 
Instruction and Motivation Upon Measures of the Level of Aspiration," 
American Journal 2!.. Psyeholog, LV (July, 1942), lf.00-408. 
54 Robert R. Holt, 11I..evel of Aspiration, Ambition or Defence-?" 
JourneJ. 2.f. Jg;perimental Psychology, XXXVI (October, 1946), 398-1+16. 
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To the other group, instructions were given to write on the paper a, letter 
grade representing the grade that was wanted or the goal for the coming 
exam. The mean of the d:i.scrspsncy scores for the Hgoal'l group was more 
th!tn twice e,s large as the,t of the 11 expecttttion11 group. 
This resei,rch indicntes that those groups termed ae 11 realittic11 :lu 
attitude v,ouJ. d make t.1. small goal discrepancy score and the level a f a.spir-
a ti on was responsive to the situation. The 11unrealistic11 group had a 
la,rge di screpa.ncy score and their level of aspiration would n.ot :tes:pond to 
success or failure in the situation properly. 
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CHAPTER III 
Prelimina.:t3· Experlment~E-on 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section eon-
eerns the preliminary ex:periments.1 work which helped to define the problem 
and to de sign an adeq~te experiment. lfoxt is g;J. ven inf o:rmation concern-
ing the students who partieipa.ted in the experiment. Following a, descrip-
tion of the task used. in the experiment is a detailed account of the pro-
cedure • 
.,,;'" 
_,. 
,-
G-~--~grou.p of about forty students was used in preliminary experiment~1-
tio11. They were then divided into four subgroupsJ Various proeed:ures 
were used to determine the most successful means of administration. This 
gave much valuable information concerning techniques, number of problems 
worked in definite. periods of time, etc. Little correlation was evident 
between e,e~ura.cy and number- of problems worked. In accordance with a plan 
< 
widely followed, simple al'i thme tic addition combinations we.re used. The 
simple nature of such tasks makes the accomplishment a good indication of 
e:ffort and general interest.55 Work with this preliminary: gronp subs tan-
, 
tiated these beliefs. lllven those who disliked mathematies1 testified. th.'.:l..t 
. ' 
they felt no aversion toward the problems, probably because of thei;r sim-
plicity. Or, if' they did at first, they quickly gained confid.ence on 
becoming acquainted with the nature of the problems. Most members of this 
group were questioned as to their reactions concerning various parts of 
55 Herbert SQrenson, Psychologz l:!! 'Education, pp. 302-303. 
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the experiment. Most a,ccepted the situation as it was presented to them. 
~_l~-~9:~j_~Qts .w._erEL_told that the entire s:i,tUl').tion was a psyc:hological ex:-
~perim_E:i:q.t .•. Al though a few expressed the belief some trickery wa.s connected 
-~ .. ~--· ~---~ .. ~ ... -
with the experiment. A few sa.id. that they could not determine the reason 
for conductil1g an experiment of this type .and it therefore appeared some-
what foolish although they cooperated to the best of their ability. Others 
indicated that it was just another part in their daily :routine with no 
more pa.rticuJ.ar significance than th.at of :preparing another assigrune:n t. 
Uo doubt, these are representa,tive of natural reaction patterns dependent 
upon various personality types. 
Various time intervals were used in the prelimine,ry experimentation. 
These intervals were fro.m one minute to fifteen minutes. Five minute 
intervals appeared to be the shortest interval to give the most consistent 
results. Most of the members of this group were of the opinion the,t it 
' took this long for them to receive a fair trial for any one sitting. 1 
With some of the sub.jects, af'ter ten minutes efficiency began to suffer 
noticea.bly under motivated conditions. 11.ppa.rently, e, condition of tense-
ness became more acute during longer intervals. When scores were manipu-
lated it wa.s determined that the scores should increase or decrease by at 
lea,st ten per cent, or success or failure would. not be adeqUc-'1.tely experi-
enced. 
So, by following a va.riety of plens, the problem became clearer a.nd 
the more 6,,ecura.te procedures were discovered. 
Sub,jec~ 
The subjects were one hundred and twelve psychology students at VJill 
Rogers High School in '!'Ul.sa, Okla,homa.. More students st~.rted. the experi-
ment but were dropped from consideration because of wi thd:r.awal from the 
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class or extended absence. All of these Fitudents vrnre seniors in the e::r.-
peri:men ter' s clr;i,sses. 'l'hese one hundred and twelve subjects com1)rise,l 
four classe$. l!"'rom this :point on the cL?,sses e.:r.e referred to as group~. 
No student v,as forced to pa.rticipe,te in. t,he eJ(periment r.1{;t,,.inst his wish. 
After the na.ture of the ex:pe:rimen t was expl.~,ined, the subjects '<Vere told 
that only those who ·whhed to d.o so should eri..gt:1,ge in the activities. All 
expressed s. willingness to take the next trie.1 by asking how long they, 
would have to wait until the next trfa.l woul.o. be administered. Those who. 
missed. a trial 11ecaur~e of ;;;.bsence, ·aere very anxious to attend a sesdon 
to make up the trfa,l missed .. 
The Task 
--
problems were_arra.nged in. five columns of .ten problems eeAt1, 911 ea.c.lt sheet_. 
'·----,-~-------
~l1he problems were simple enough to overcome most aversions to this type of 
worlt. ~!he performri,nce ccn.ud. 1Je a.ccurat,1ly 2.nd ob;jectively checked in a 
·, 
were from sixteen to twenty-fon:r. .\ The::ie four integers h1 each :problem 
q~,ri. he inanipulat,ed to :produce twenty ... four :problems of cUfferm~_t s~guence. 
total of tv:o thous~nd. one hundred sixty prot.l!:g1~ areL. 
$,,railabl1;L, .. J~ince :results were reported in terms of e,ccur~,ey the problems 
fit n:i.cely into the pln.n of m.i.1nipull'l.tin.g reportecl results. q1he subjects 
•-~---,~---,,-,-- ,.>_,,,_.·z,--
Procedure 
The one hu..11.dred twelv:_E:__Sl,~b_j(:l_Ct!'.! yve,l;".EL did1l1?d, __ into,,.,i_o,_u~_gxon1·1s_ ... ___ :Be-
--- - - - - ----~"=---------
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of problems that were placed on his desk fa.ce down. The first trial wa.s 
the same for a.11 of the groups. All 1Nere told to do the best they could 
but not to go so rapiclly that their aecur.9.c;y- would suffer. They were a.lso 
advisec1 not to rework problems as this pl&n ha,d been :l:'ou..nd to elo more n,'l,rm 
than good. .U the signal to begin, the eU:b,jects turned the sheets right 
side up and proceeded to work ,mtil they were told to lay down thtrir :peneils 
five minutes la.ter. The pa;pe:r5 were then collected., ccmpleti.ng trial one . 
..-'\gain the subjects were presented problems with thfti:r names written on 
the sheets. On each sheet was e, number which yva,,s the sear~ n1~de on the 
'-~ 
to writ~_the _11umber on the back of the sheet. Up to this point, th:r·oug;h 
the second tri&J.. all worked under the s:'3.me cond-i.t:lo:rrn of mt)tivatlon. The 
subjects were not moti va.ted by succeso c::ir fa.ilure and were not entered in 
eny type o:f competition . 
The only providea .. mot1.vation. for trial t,m w1:H; the knowledge of th.:~ 
score m..'.lde on ~ri!'.~ ~11-~-~- (Trial three V'WA3 the fir Gt 'trfa.1 th.it t was experi-
enced in terms of success ~; fe.i111re) , For this reo,son Table ! begins with 
the third tr:i.al. ~'.'rial three lva,s taken two weeks after the second trif:! ..l. 
Starting rd th tri0,l three the subjects followed one of four possibilities. 
/ froups one and 2~wo experienced ,~~lf ggmpe,ttt:lqn ancl _compeJ:;~ltw!:tlJ.."_t,~A:i:: . 
. j?re,~loug; sco.i:·es. G:rou,-ps ,t}Jpc!e 2.:nd .four experienced gro11p _competition /'.}na .. 
com:f)Ei_t~d with the averages of the fi9titious g!'O:UPS. (A.pproxim~J:;ely half 
'... 
of the subjects in es,ch group baa. been told. they had been successful ond 
-...."' 
the other half had been told that they were failures. ) The ~;pproximate 
I 
half of each group th.:':l. t experienced suc,cess on trfa,l three formed subgroup 
"A". The remaining half for,ned subgroup 11 B11 • On trial four the situ.a,tion 
was reversed. That is, those who were told that they failed on trial three 
had success on trial four and those who had success on trial three failed 
on trial four.') Beginning with tria,l five those experiencing group motivation 
changed to self motivation and those experiencing self motivation changed 
to group motivation for the next two trials:) Groups one and two were ex-
~,,..-.. -·.,.-
perienci:ng group motivation whil.e groups three and four were experiencing 
self motivation. In this manner al.l of the subjects experienced the same 
experimental si ttta tion al though not all in the se.me sequence. 
The pulj;>Ose of this investigation was to study the effect of succ~ss 
and failure in two kinds of motivation. In self competition the sub.jeet 
was told. the goal he had. previously set a.nd. r.i, f'icti tious score represent-
ing a.eeuracy which was ten per eent above or below the goal he ha,d pre-. 
viously set. If the f'icti tious score was below the goal an ttFH was placed 
on his paper. This indicated that the student had failed to a.eh1eve his 
goal • If the fictitious score was larger then the goal an II S II was pla.ced 
on the paper to indic8.te th;;i,t the subject had experienced sue-cess :!-n 
achieving his goal. At e~.ch trial the subject ,was reminded of the sig-
nificance of the letters. 
Another type of competition was a group competition. In· one type of 
group competition the indi vid.uol works only as s, member of his group when 
·~·----.... 
it is in competition with another group. The t~e of group competition 
used in this investigation does not allow the individua1 to lose his per-
sonal identity even though competing as a member of a group. This situ-
ation can exist because the subject is in competition with-the group of 
which he is a member. This is the type of competition usually found in 
the classroom. In assigning marks a veey large determining fa,otor is the 
success the individual. has in competing with the group of which he is a 
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TARLE I 
KIND O]' COMPETITIOU Alf!J MOTIVATION 
Groups Trial Subgroup Competition r,fo ti va. tion 
I and II 3 A Self s 
:s 11 F 
4 .A II F 
B 11 s 
5 A Group s 
B n F 
6 A ll F 
B II s 
III & IV 3 A II s 
'.B II F 
4 A II F 
B JI s 
A Sel£ s 
:a II F 
6 A ti F 
l3 tt s 
membe1·. In classroom situations seldom does the student lose his person9,l 
identity. except pe:rll.J.\ps, when.in engaging in contests. This investigator 
believes it is much more practical for the su:b,iect not to lose his indi-
vidualism while pa.rticipa.ting in the group competition. 
When the subject received the papers con taini:ng the te,sk, he found 
bis previous score o.ncl a score which ws,s the a,verege of the gr<:n:ip. This 
score represented the average cf a. fictitious grou:p of twenty-five. The 
sub,ject was \glf. he was a member of this group. The subject's score '\tas 
given to him a.s \~~ll per cent ,9:bove the f:i.cti tiot1s group average if the 
\:~---... -.. 
individual was to experience success and ten per cent below the group 
sho';Jed this figure to 'be a,dequate in this par·ticular study. Again, the 
J.etters n3•1 and 11111 were used so a:s to enable e, more definite feeling of 
success or fa,il11re. 
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CH.ll.Pi:l1ER. IV 
:Q_escription of the ~ 
Table II gives i11form2,tion concerning the general m'J,keup of the groups 
th,-1t were used in this imrestiga,tion. The groups 1nere the investigt,i,to:r' s 
four cle,gses in })sychology at V!ill Rogers High School in Tulsa,, OkleJ10ma. 
--
--·-.-- · 
........ ..,,. --~-- "'='·· 
Sex Av. Age Av. Otis 
Group :rTumber F M Yr. Mo. I. Q,. 
-----
I 36 32 4 17 s 107.6 
II 27 22 5 17 6 106.8 
III 16 13 3 17 3 110.2 
IV 33 31 2 17 6 106 ,lJr 
Totals 112 9g ll+ 
Avert1ges 17 5.75 107.75 
----=--~· 
Table II ind.ica,tes considerable similarity o:f the four groups. The 
greatest {lifference between the groups i11 e,verage Otis I. Q. is only three 
cU1cl eight tenths. The difference between sexe.s within e~,ch group is q_ui te 
large. :ma,ch grm1p contains a heavy majority of i'ema.les. This factor 
cou.la_ not be con.trolled because of the large enr(>llment of fenv),les in 
psychology. Appi:i,ren. tly, there is no definite evidence to show any 
sb,tistic2.l diffe:reneE, in behavior between the sexes :i.11 level of a,spir-
at ion situation ex:perimen ts. 
Achievement 
1
.l:able III gives the means, standard d.evhi, tions, axl.<1 ran.gas of the 
Grou"" 1' 
I 
II 
III 
TABLE III 
, STANDARD DEVIA~C1IOUS, AN]) RAHCrPJS OF rrEE SCOB:filS 
OF rrBE GROUl?S 
~I1rial Mean s. D. Re.nge 
1 63.277 1t~. 700 5g 
2 63.111 15.505 65 
3 6$.055 16.335 6q j 
4 6S.110 18.715 glf, 
5 Gs .91~4 17.325 so 
,.. 73.396 18.690 76 t) 
l 62.371 13.535 62 
2 61+ .S71 13.730 53 
3 67.708 15.555 55 
lt 69 ,9S6 16.420 52 
,-
::;, 72.ot~2 16.890 5$ 
6 74.761! 111 .• 615 67 
1 76.688 15.255 71 
2 2:2.1sg '.J? 5QI") .... ~. \,..; J.OS 
1 ~ 61.188 26 .0~,5 g1 
}~l 8S.1$8 28,910 97 
5 91.6gg 32 fan .• ;,) .1""" 92 
--
ltO 
TABLE III (Continued) 
G·roup Trial 
---·-·-· ---· ---
III 
IV 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4. 
5 
6 
t1Iean s. D. R:mge 
-----
89.063 29.750 98 
61.54.5 17.205 66 
61-1, .591 19.035 6ti. 
72,112 20.030 85 
73.617 22.560 99 
73. 813 24.010 q5 
75.236 23.110 90 
::z::k:f::=":'.:t:e:= ================= 
Group three maintained. the highest merins, Trial one of this group 
ha.s a. larger me;oJ .. Tl than trfai.1 six of any other. C}rou:p three maintained the 
largest standara. devi,'),tlon.s of the scores. Also, this group l:i./J,d. the la.rgest 
ranges in the scores. Wext to group three, group four has the higheet 
standard clevia.tions !'1.J1d. ranges. Group two has the smallest sttmda.rd devi-
a,tio:ns <md. r,;:;nges. Group three was the only group to show a smaller fin1c1,l 
mean tha;n w;;i.s obtai:r1.ecl on ,l previous me&n. 
Table III indica,tes ;ein :i.ncrease in. the size of the scores from trie1l 
to trial. As a.lready e:Jq)hiined. all four groups b.aa_ the s0.me experience 
but i11 different secp.:i.ence. ~1'hu.s, it seems to be quite likely that the 
increD.se in the scores is c:J,used by greater frnnil:i.a.ri ty with the task. 
Achievement Gains s-·-
TABLE IV 
MEANS, STArWARD DEVIATIONS , Al\iD RANG-ES OF TliFl AC1HI111VEH1~T GAINS 
Group Trial Mean $. D. RB..nges 
.,._,. _____ 
l 2-1 -0.166 6.630 26 
3-2 +4.9lJ-4 6.8015 25 
4-3 +o .031-1- 7 .051~ 35 
5-4 +o.834 7.062 2S 
6-5 +l~.452 6.242 26 
Average +2.0196 6.7592 2S.OO 
II. 2-1 -1·2 .500 7.056 30 
3-2 +2.s37 6.110 23 
4-3 +2.27S 6.482 30 
5-4 +2.056 6 .1~02 24 
6-5 -1·2. 722 5.012 20 
.h.verage +2.lt,79 6.2125 25.4o 
III 2-1 +5.500 11.612 3g 
3-2 -1.000 8.696 39 
4-3 ·l-7 .000 9,532 31 
5-4 "1'3 .500 10.310 49 
6-5 -2.625 s.092 32 
Avere,ge i•2 .475 9.64S 37.so 
IV 2-l +3.046 8.366 29 
3-2 +7,521 6.73g 25 
4-3 +1.505 5.372 21 
5-4 +0.196 6 ,31~6 28 
6-5 ·rl .l.J.23 8.635 51 
Average +2.73g 7,091 30.so 
= ----
_.._._: .. ----.-.---=··~ .. ·!:::z=::=i;:g 
Table IV shows the meaJls 9 st~,nda.rd deviations, ::i:nd ranges of the 
achievement gains. The ta,ble shows a small but ra,ther consistent i:ncret<.se 
in s,chievement from trial to trial. Cfroup four showed. the greatest posi-
tive motivation by having the largest achie;rement gain of any group, and 
group one the smli).J.lest gain. Group three showed the greatest 3,V'erage 
stanclard deviation and the greatest average ra:n...ge. 
The achievement gains were obtained by subtracting the score for a, 
trial from the score made on the next trial. If the former score was 
larger than the latter score the difference. Wfl,s negative. All of' the trial 
means were positive with the exception of one in-stence in group one and 
twice in group three. The improvement, :from trial to trial, was most 
consistent for group two. The improvement for each trial was betvieen two 
and three points for group two. 11."he first meen of each group represents 
u. gain or loss between trials not motivated by success or :failure. In the 
other trials this motivational fe,ctor was present. But. Table IV has the 
success and failure gains combined as one score. It then becomes necessary 
to divide the ga.ins of each trial into failure and success ge.ins. ]'or 
example, group one was composed of thirty-six subjects. Of this n1Lmber, 
seventeen experienced success and nineteen experienced failure before 
setting the level of aspiration for that trial. The effects of failure 
a.n.d success become more evident when the gains are given for the success 
and. failure subgroups. 
1".fable V shows the achievement ga.ins of each trfa,1 of each group ex-
pressed in terms of success and failure. 
MTil.1\rTS .tiJrn S 1~AllfDABD D1l1VIATI01ii OF ACHI1WJllME1ffT GAilfS 
FOR '.~}rfil SUCCESS Al::f:D FAILURITJ STJBG,ROU.PS 
~--·--·-~~- -~.·- -
Success 
Group 1rria.l or N"o, Mean s. D. 
l!,;;,:dlure 
I 3-2 s 17 +5.11s 5.086 
I! Jfl 19 -i,,11,. 521 7.676 
1~-3 s 19 + .579 5,622 
!l F 17 - .6~.6 s.290 
5-l~ s 17 +2.765 6.806 
H F 19 - ,789 6.926 
6-5 s 19 ,L7 ?6-Z .I • (.,.... ·- ..) 3,957 
H F 17 +J. .176 2.227 
II 3-2 s 13 ·-l-1. 776 6.592 
H 1r 14 +3.937 5,35~. 
l.i-3 s ll.r. +5 • Vr32 4.27>-i. 
II F 13 - .462 6 .,~06 
5-l1. s 14 +3.500 5.438 
!! F 13 + .615 6. 94ti 
6-5 s 13 +2 .156 6.394 
ll F 14 +3.000 4.276 
III 3-2 s g + .500 10.011:s 
Ii F g -2.500 B .1)4g 
lt-3 s s "1·7 .500 9.950 
ii F s +6.500 7.772 
--~---c;,a----·-----------------------
G-roup 
III 5-4 
f! 
6-5 
u 
IV 3-2 
!! 
4-3 
II 
5-4 
!I 
6-5 
II 
T.li.BLE V (Continued) 
Success 
or 
Failure 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
]' 
N'o. 
lS 
15 
15 
1S 
17 
16 
16 
17 
~-5 
------- - *"""'" 
Mea.ll 
+8.000 
- • 750 
-l.i..500 
+f5.674 
+6.500 
+2.234 
+1.333 
- .616 
+1.000 
+2.1576 
+ .030 
s. :o. 
14.204 
g,o4o 
5.s26 
B .99li 
6.690 
7.11s 
5.20s 
4.S64 
7 .368 
5.4os 
S .1~30 
s.692 
-======-==-==~=============· :·::::-=.=-== -~~'71 ..... "'""":;:·,--=· === 
It should be noted that the first entry for eB.ch group in Table IV is 
omitted in Table V. 'l.'his is necessary beca,u.se thex-e exi::ited no success or 
faU:t.tre cont'li tions to influence the first gain. An ex.amina,tion of T.~ble V 
shows that in only four out of sixteen possibilities was the failure mean 
more positive than the success mean. Or, in seventy-five per cent of the 
cases the larger achievement gain ni.emi was for the success subgl:'oup. 
Table V reports thirty-two means 1:rith only seven h..<tving a negative sign. 
Only two of the negative mea,ns represented gro~ps tha,t had experienced 
success while the other five nega.tive means were for :failure groups. Also 
o:f interest is the rather small comparable sizes of the nega,tive means for-
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the gedns. It is ind.icated that greater a,chievement gains were made under 
conditions of success rather than during conditions of failure. This will 
become more apparent in subsequent ta.bles. 
Table V provided opportunit~· for comparing some of the effects of 
£8.ilure and success but was of no VA,lue in giving infor.rrm,tion. concerning 
the effects of' the two d.ifferent kinds of competition. Tables VI and VII 
8.re rearrangements of parts of Table V, so as to show more clearly ce:rfo.in 
relations. Table VI shows the success end failure subgroux;:is when they 
experienced self COlll).)etition. 
l\l!E.AJ:.TS 0]1 _;.CHIJ.WJll.M]TI.ift}! GAINS ]'OR sucmnss 1\.WD FAILUR:m SUBGROUPS 
IN SEr,;:F COMPETITION 
Success JJ'ailure 
Group Trial No. Mean lfo • Mean 
I 3-2 17 +5.13.g 19 +4.521 
4-3 19 +0.579 17 -o.646 
II 3-2 13 +1.776 14 +3.937 
4-3 11+ +5.432 13 -o.462 
III 5-l~ g +l.000 8 +g.ooo 
6~5 g -0.750 g -4.500 
IV 5-4 17 -0.616 16 +1.000 
6-5 16 +2.s76 17 + .030 
Table VII shows the success and failure subgroups when they experi-
enced group competition. 
11'.ABLE VII 
MEANS OF ACHIEVEMENT GAINS FOR SUCCESS AND FAlliURE SUBG:OOlT.PS 
IN GROUP COMPETITION 
_ _............ __ ... _ ..... 
- ... -
Success Failure 
Group Tr.faJ. No. Mean No. Me8.n 
~ 
I 5-4 17 +2.765 19 -o.7g9 
6-5 19 +7.263 17 +1.176 
n 5-4 14 +3.500 13 +o.615 
6-5 13 +2.156 14 +3.000 
III 3-2 g +o.500 g -2.500 
l~-3 g +7.500 g +6.500 
IV 3-2 18 +8.674 15 +6.500 
>+-3 15 +2.234 lS +1.333 
A comparison of Tables VI ~.nd VII shows trends which will be more 
plainly seen in a later interpretation. Table VI. oonta.intng the s.elf 
competition subgrou;p!J, has five negative means 1dth two of them belonging 
to success subgroups and t.hree of them belonging to :failure subgroups. 
The group competition subgroups, 13.S s~cvm in, 'fable VI I, lw:ve only two 
subgrm1ps with negative means 0.21d both of thEliil belong to fa:llure subgroups. 
This indicates better performance by the group competition suc.oes$ sub-
grou.ps th~ by the self competition success subgI·oups with p1·obably little 
difference between the failure subgroups. Also. there appears to be little 
to distinguish between success and failu:ce for the self competition s11b-
groups. 
Table VIII combines the information concerning achievement gains 
still. :further. The table gives the total achievement gain points for all 
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the subjects in each one of the four possible different si tu,3,tions. The 
achievement gJ<.dn mer,:>n is calcul.9,ted for ea,ch si tUB,tion, the st<'\1,nd.ard error 
of' the me0n and the stand_ard devh,,tion. With the information in this con-
densecl form trends c,9,11, be clee,rly seen B.,J1d. treated for sta_.tistical sig-
nifica,nce. 
rpe,ble VIII gives the totaJ. achievement ,!?;B,in and other statistics for 
all the success aml fr:dlure experiences under both types of competition. 
Competition 
fJelf 
I! 
Group 
H 
TABLE VIII 
TOTliJ,S FOR ACHIEVEME.tifT GAfli.l'S 
-
Ho 'ti vat ion No. 
Success 112 
Failu.re 112 
Success 112 
ll~ailure 112 
1rot~l 
Points 
232 
173 
519 
213 
Meen 
+2.071 
+4.63t1. 
+1.902 
_.. .... -~-·-., ------
-....,·----..... 
S.E. 
of 
Mean 
.707 
,785 
.692 
.6lJ.9 
S. D. 
7)1-85 
s.305 
7.320 
6,g75 
================================~~....::-::..~ 
In both instances the total points for those experiencing success was 
gresi.ter th:.:1,n for those e:1.'J)e:riencing failure. Fifty-nine more points were 
macl.e b;;r those experiencing success than by those experiencing fa,ilure in 
the self competition. Three hundred six more points were m8,de by ·the 
success subgroup ths,n the f'a.ilure subgroup in the group competition. In 
the latter co,se the cr:i. ticD,l ra,tio is 2.77 (D/oa_) v,hich is significant 
beyond the one per cent level. 1fo statistically significant difference 
existed between the groups experiencing fa.ilure. ~l1he critical rc?,tio for 
the two success groups is 2.59 11ihich is significant 1)eyond the one per 
cent lev~e1. 
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Table VII shows rather cle.!1.rly thE,.t success in this experiment has 
grea.ter positive motivational force tha.n failure. Also it shows that the 
competition in which t."1.e subject wa.s competing 13,g8,inst the group, caused 
greater motivation thci.n self competition. Those who experienced failure 
in group eompe ti tion ma.de a higher point total th~,n those who experienced 
failure in s.elf competition. This difference amounted. to forty points. 
Table IX gives the data concerning the goal d_iscre:pa.ncy scores. It 
we.s possible to o'bta.in five such scores for each experimental group. The 
discrepancy score wo.s obta.1.ned by s~btracting the score of the previous 
perf'o:nna.nce from the level of aspirl'l,tion, a.s reflected by the goa.l, for the 
following performance. If the goe,1 wl!l.s larger thD.n the score of the pre-
vious performance, then the goal discrepancy score is positive. But, if 
the goal is smaller than the previous perform'-'ince the goal d.iscre:pancy 
score is negative. In this table each group is considered as a whole. 
Th.o;,.t is, the success and failure subgroups are not trea.ted individually. 
TABLE IX 
MJiJA~·, STAlIDP..RD DJ\NIATIOlif, A1'H) RAN'GES 
OF THE GO.AL DISCIDilPAifCY SCOH.ES 
:---=.-
Group D. Score Mean S. D. Range 
I 1 +1.s60 $.001 lH 
2 -2.604 5.722 24 
3 -1.220 t~.114 21 
4 -4.11-52 7.21s 32 
5 -3.7so 3.892 17 
-2.Q3.9 !5-.7S9 2s.2 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
C-roup D. Score Mean S. D. Range 
___ _,_ __ ...., ____ _.,.. _________ -----·-.. --~··--· --
II 1 +1.01S 7.B24 37 
2 -1.426 i+.slt.o 211. 
3 0.000 3.336 14 
4 
-4.850 10 .105 3$ 
5 -7.202 10.062 39 
Aver.9,ge ~ 7_.23:2 30~1~ 
III l +0.813 · >.i..5s2 1$ 
2 +1.625 6.122 26 
3 ·H,750 5.952 25 
4 
-2.313 3,5S3 11 
i;:; 
., -0.250 6.924 27 
Average .::._0 J'j 
-
2,433 21.lt 
IV l +t1 .• 136 6.446 35 
2 +2.076 l~ .690 20 
3 -1.r::64 6.776 30 
l+ +0.592 t~ .62-S 19 
5 -0.703 5.n96 26 
Average 'O&lfI '"'t _ .• OJ. 
.:L!fil .?.£._ 
==========================~~-~--~~=-=-.~~--~-=n 
'l'he first gM,l discrepa.ncy score of ea,ch grou;p wa.s obtained. by sub-
tre.cting the scare made on trial one from the goal set for trb·.l two. 'J:lhe 
fifth D score was obtained by subtra.cting the score made on trfa.1 :five from 
the goal set for tr:l.a.1 six. 
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1
.rhe :first g;oa.1 disc:repB.ncy score of eB,ch group was not obtained from 
a motivated situ'J..t:io:n while the other four were obte,inea. under motivated 
si tu,,\tio:ns. All of th€'3 first g;onl discrepancy- scores of the various groups 
h:'.1Ve a positive sign inclicating a tendency- to ra.ise the goal a:bove the last 
:perfonnance. 
'1'he group aver."1,ges indicate homogenci ty of the groups in regard to 
the f't.wtors that a.etermine the goal discrepancy scores. The group averages 
of the mea ... n vary slightly under three points. The stendr,trd deviations 
V&.ry less th,'Jn two :points 8,nd the extremes of the range are only nine 
:points apart. The low positive or slightly low 11ega.tive goal discrepancy 
sifoject is usuaJ.ly considered as a confident, realistic, ano_ a successful 
type of i11divid11..<:il. 1.l:his realistic viewpoint permits little vari"?.tion 
between performance and the level of a,s:piration. On this basis it might 
be sdd that group t,hree tJ.rn1 group four are the more rea.listic since their 
average goal discrepancy scores are closer to zero. 
TaJ:ile X 'breaJcs erH'!h trial d.own in to its cons ti tuen t parts, the sue-
cesB rJ11d failure subgroups, and. gives information concerning the goa.l dis-
cre:pancy scores. 
Group 
I 
L1Jl£\i"TS AND ~~TAWDftRD DEVIATION'S OF GO.PJ., DI8CBEP.MTOY scom~s 
FOE SUCCESS A!:!D ]'.AILUBJU Su-:BG-B.OUPS 
D. Score 
Ii 2 
D 2 
D 3 
:o 3 
or 
:Wa:i.lure 
s 
Jl' 
s 
11' 
No. Mean. 
17 -ti .. l.~42 
19 -1.07B 
19 -3.000 
17 + • r:52 
s. D. 
5,574 
5.566 
2.3e4 
~-.6111 . 
.. ·--=-" -~~~-,,=_,,_;;_,_~ .. ,~,,..~--
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TABLE X (Continued) 
Success 
Group D. Score or No. Mean S. D. 
Failure 
l D4 s 17 -1t .. 55g 6.830 
D4 F 19 -4.658 7.876 
n5 s 19 -3.36$ 3.3S6 
D 5 F 17 -4.294 4.211 
II D 2 s 13 -3.539 1.781 
D 2 F 14 + .358 6.022 
D 3 s 14 -1.357 1.949 
D 3 F 13 +1.461 3.5s7 
D 4 s 1~- -3.642 9.054 
D 4 F 13 -5.500 10.436 
D5 s 13 -7.038 10.172 
D 5 F 14 -7,358 9.954 
III D 2 s g +2.250 3.455 
D 2 F g. +1.000 7.730 
D3 s g - . 750 6.310 
D 3 F g +4.375 >+.181 
D4 s g -2.375 3.039 
D4 F 3 -2.250 4.054 
D 5 $ g -3.250 3.s75 
D 5 F g +2.750 7 .96lt. 
IV D 2 s 18 +1.611 4.084 
D 2 F 15 +2.600 3.666 
D 3 s 15 - .667 5.256 
D3 F 18 -2.S34 7,730 
D 4 s 17 -1.940 2.5S9 
D4 F 16 +3.125 3.672 
D 5 s 16 -4.250 3.455 
D 5 F 17 +2.824 3.6S2 
___..._ 
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Table X presents the information in the correct t:l.me sequ,ence for 
each group. 13ut one will get a, better a.ppr0,isal of the motivationl'll :forces 
by a rearrangement of the table as is tlone later. Only eleven out of 
thirty-two mean &:,roa1 d:i.screpanc;y- scores were positive tw..d. all were mf.td.e by 
fodlure subgroups excerit in two irrntances. All but three of the eleven 
positive goal- discrepancy scores were made in group t:bree ttrtd. group four. 
Only two success subgrou-p!:l htwe a positive goal discrepency score. In 
these two ce,ses, the inte:r:pretation is that succetis was ex:perienced to such 
a large extent that the level of aspiration was raised a.bove, not only the 
past goal, but also, the liist score. 
It now becomes necessary to list the gMl discrep1:iJ1cy scores in ta,'bles 
so e,s to separate the self conrpeti tion. subgroups f'rolll the group competition 
subgrou;ps. 
Table XI gives information concerning the success ancl f:.::dlure t~ub-
grourJs when. they experienced self competi ti.on. 
Group 
-
1 
II 
III 
IV 
HEJli:tiS 0]' GO.AL DISCRFJ?,A:HCY SC0l{B1S :!!"'OR SUCCESS AHD Jl'A!L1.J:BE 
SUBGROUPS nr SEr,F COMJ?TI?J:PHON 
Success Failure 
D. Score Mo. Mean No. Me.sn 
2 17 -l~.442 19 -1.078 
3 19 -3.000 17 + .s52 
2 13 -3.539 14 •;,- .358 
3 14 -1.359 13 +l .1~61 
4 g -2.375 g -2.250 
5 s -3.250 $ +2.750 
4 17 -1.940 16 ·+3 .125 
5 16 -4.250 17 +2.S24 
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In self competition the Blibject was given the f;,Oel he had set on the 
, -
previous trial emd a fict.i tious score which ,'ie,s either ten per cent above 
or ten per cent below the set goa,l depending on whether success or failure 
WtH~ to be ex:per:'i.enced. TheM thJ::'")A fr-=i.ctors of success or f1'1,ilure, the pre-
viousl;y- set goal, and the previous achievement prob&,bly were most imporfa:,1.nt 
in structuring the ccyna.mic field that produced. the next level of aspira,tion. 
In success the last achievement was a higher number than the goaJ. set for 
tha.t trial. A tendency to average the two figures woulct me,ke the next goal 
somewh.'3,t higher th~.n the prevfous goa,l but somewhat less than the previous 
achievement score. In this Ill2Inner would ·be produced a negative discrepancy 
score. 
In :f'a.ilu:re the previously set g'Ot:U is a larger number than the :previous 
achievement. A tendency to average the score and go~l v101.1..ld.. produce .!I, new 
goal loY,er than. the other goal but la,rger than the former a,chievement score. 
In this manner would be produced. a po si ti ve goal di sc:repancy score. A l>rief 
examination of' Table XI confirms these con.cl us ions. ~Ul of the success 
meai'ls ha,ve a negative sign encl all but two of the failure means have a 
positive sign. The average of the success means is a larger negative mJ111ber 
than the average of the failure means is a positive number. This ind:i.ca,tes 
little tendency for the success subgroups to raise their level of aspir-
ation above the achievement level of their last performance. Two of the 
subgrou-ps experiencect failure dee1)ly enough to lower theh~ level of aspir-
ation below their previous performance as well as below the previously set 
goal. 
Table XII shows the success and failure subgroups wh9n they experi-
enced group co:mpeti tion. 
Grouu 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
MEANS OF GOAL DISCBEPAtTCY SCOBES FOR SUCCESS AWD FAll,URE 
SUBGROUPS !N G-ROUP COMPETITION' 
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Success Failure 
D. Score bfo. Mean No. Mean 
lj. 17 -l~. 558 19 -4.65S 
5 19 -3.368 17 -4.294 
4 14 -3.642 13 -5.500 
5 13 -7.038 14 -7.353 
2 g ,,1-2.250 g +l.000 
3 8 - .750 g +l+.375 
2 1$ +1.611 15 1·2 .600 
3 15 - .667 1S -2.S34 
In group conipeti tio:n three factors to be considered a.s helping to 
structure the field would be whether success or failure was experienced, 
the le.st score, and the fictitious group average. This would. again indi-
cate that the success si tue,tions wou1d produce a nega,tive discre:pa,ncy score 
and the failure situe,tions a positive discrepancy score. Table XII indicates 
that such is true for the success groups but those that experienced failure 
he.ve more groups with negative means tru.m groups with positive means. Only 
two subgroups experienced success enough to raise the level of a~piration 
above tb...eir :previous achievement e,s well as abo'.ie the previously set goeJ.. 
Table XIII gives informs.tion eonce:rning the discrepancy scores based. 
on the total number of subjects experiencing ~1uccess and failure under 
conditions of self competition and under conditions of group competi tio:n. 
T.ABLE XIII 
:f.lQT.ALS FOR GO.At DISCREPANCY SCOR]1S 
Total S. E. 
Com;Qetition Motivation lfo. Scores Mean Mean S. D. 
Self Success 112 -342 -3.530 .334 3.535 
Ii Failure 112 + g7 +1.oz2 .lr.Sl 5.095 
Group Success 112 -256 -2.285 .672 7.115 
If Failure 112 -324 -2.893 .801 g .1~so 
Ta.ble XIII gives some interesting information. First, in the self 
competition, the success neg1,1,tive totrtl score is approximately four times 
larger tha11. the positive total is for the fa.ilure motivation students, 
although the self cornpeti tion failure group is the only one with a :posi-
tive total. It was noted on the first gos1 discrepancy score that none of 
the grm.1:-ps ha.d a characteristic negative discrepancy score. In the success 
motivation situations ·the goals were generally raised, but they were usually 
s!llDiler than the previous performance, thus giving negative goal discrep-
ancy scores. It must be remembered that in the success sit~tions the smaller 
the negative total goal discrepancy score the more success wa.s e:1.'1)erienced 
by the students. Failure was evidently more keenly felt than success. 
C-ren. t motivation due to success would produce a. :positive goal di screpe,ncy 
score. Ta:ble XIII shovrn no large positive goal discrepancy score, bu.t a 
pronounced feeling of failure would.. cause the next go8,l to be set below the 
previous score overcoming a.~y urge to average the previous goa1 and the 
previous score. This would produce a goal lower than either of the two 
given figures and a negative goa,l discrepancy score. 
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The erit:lcal ra,tio for the success :.md faihU"e subgroups in self com-
petition is 7 .02. This, of course, is highly significant .smd to be e.x-
pected. :But no sif;1ificant difference exists between the success and. :ftd.1-
ure subjects of the group competition. 1.rhir~ is (3-ue to the neg;ative goal 
discrep2ncy score of the f::dlu.re group. •rhe critie9.l ratio between the 
self :f&dhu·e subjects rmcl group :failure subjects vr::".S highly dgn.ifi.c.snt at 
evidence aJ;)peRrs rather conclusive that failure was experienced 
more deeply during the group t~ype of' competition with little difference 
between the different success :moti va tio:n.al si tti[t tions. 
The study on the goal di screpvJ1cy score g&.Ve some insight concerning 
th.e relation ship ·between the previous perforrn:"',11Ce encl the next level of 
a,spi ration. 
Taole XIV gives data s,bout the self competition group in regard to 
goal differences. Gotfl differences are obts,ined by subtracting the gorJJ. 
set for the :previous tr:i.nl from the goal set for the next trial. If the 
11ew gorrl is la.rger th.Dn. the previous goal the difference is pod tive, If 
J!"roi'1 the previous :fictitious score, the feeling of success or failure, and. 
the gocU set for the :previous performnnce is f:li;:r11ct11:rea. the field_ for the 
settin,.5;· of the next level of aspirrJ.tion. 
~!ABLE XIV 
i~l1:1Li\.N'S AIID STAN11ARD DEVIA,t:PI011S OJi' GOAL DU1F1:Jr1mrnE FOii SUCCESS 
Aim }.!'AIL01rl1) SD13GB0Ul?S IN S'HJL]? COMPETITION 
G-rou-o 
I 
Goal 
Differen.ce 
2-1 
ii 
Success or 
J!'ailure 
s 
]' 
l'ifo. Mean 
17 ·tl .SS2 
19 -7 .710 
_§..:..J2:. 
)_~.6SO 
5.570 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Goal Success or 
Grou;e Difference Failure No. Mean S. D. 
I 3-2 s 19 +3.105 2.917 
II F 17 
-6.353 5.487 
II 2-1 s 13 +3 .154 1.656 
II F 14 
-5.500 6.590 
3-2 s 14 +4.286 2.35g 
II F 13 -5.231 2.965 
III 4-3 s g +6.375 4.442 
II F g 
-7.250 6.886 
5-4 s g +3 .500 3,938 
If F g 
-4.500 4.123 
IV 4-3 s 17 +5.294 3.s59 
II F 16 
-3.750 2.773 
5-4 s 16 +1.687 4.39g 
II F 17 
-5.353 3.612 
An examination of the table shows that all of the subgroups experi-
encing success have a positive mean and all of the subgroups experiencing 
failure have a negative mean. This shows that all the subgro1.1ps experi-
encing success raised their goals and all the subgroups experiencing fail-
ure lowered their goals. 
TAJ3LE XV 
TOTALS FOR GOAL DIFFERENCES IN SELF COMPETITION 
'l'o tal S. E. of 
Motivation No. Points Mean S. D. Means 
s 112 +387 +3.455 3.852 .'364 
~ 
F 112 -659 -5.884 4.962 .469 
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i:t1he total of the failure subgroups is consider.&J)ly more than tha.t of 
the success subgroups. Again the evidence indicates th0.t in this particula.r 
investig,:i tion failure c,9,used goal. s to be lovmrect mo:r,3 than success cEiused: 
goals to be raisecl. ry:his is not entirely unexpected., considering that the 
u . nmotiva.ted go;)l setting indicated low positive go2,l discrepancy setting or 
low negatiYe goal discrepc.,,ncy setting. It D,ppee.:rs that these indi vicbm1s. 
though considerably re&,listic, are clw.racterized by a lovv }:r:rotective level 
of nspir&.tion which is below the ,'.'l,ctua.1 level of e,chievement. 
tfiie students pilrtic:ipati:ng in group com11eti tion were influencea. by a 
somewhat different situ.rJ.t:i.on. 'J:he subjects ',vere given thelr own score and_ 
the avera.ge of the fictitious group of ,vhich they were sup-posedly a, member. 
1I'his is the usual class sitw:1tion that exists. In place of his ovm :previously 
set goal the subject is given the grou;p a.verage. 1.l:he field is structured 
by his score, the grou:p a,ver1J,ge, and the feeling of success or f~tilu.re. 
The latter, of course, was experienced. to va,rying degrees depending upon 
il::tdividuo_l d.ifferences. The level of as1)i ration in this sitm1,tion c;;,n be 
stll.a.ied. from two different approe.ches. One method is to consider the dif-
ference between the last score and. the new g'Oal. ':Phis was d.(me in the tre13,t-
men t of the dat:_,,, on goal discrepanci>'· scores. r-rhe other appro11.ch would be 
concern.eel with the rele,tionshi:p between the group average and the new goal. 
':1:he difference is pod.tive if the goal is la,rger than the group 1:1,verage 
end negative if the goal is sm":,ller than the gr-ou;p averc:1,ge. The next ts:ble 
gives inform0.tion that involves the latter relationshiJ'.'.l a.s found in the 
group motivated. si'Gu0,i;ions. 
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TABLE XVI 
MEAI.lfS AND STM;rDJUIJJ DEVIATIONS OF THE DIFFEBENCES 
BETWEEN '.l.1Ilil GOtiU. A!."\JD THE GROUP AVERAGES 
Goal-less Success or 
Group Av. Fa,ilure No. Mean S. D. 
I G4-Gr.Av.l s 17 +l.588 7.4S4 
11 I! tt F 19 -15 .630 12.180 
05-Gr.Av.2 s 19 +3.15g 4.814 
n ti ii F 17 -10 .l~12 6 .S}-Hs 
II G4-Gr .Av.1 s 14 +1.571 7.31s 
It It II F 13 -11.345 11.910 
05-Gr.Av.2 s 13 +2.769 s.5s2 
n II It F 14 -13.714 10.590 
III G2-G:r.Av.1 s 8 +10. 750 3.308 
11 ti if F g -5.750 5.653 
GJ-Gr .Av. 2 s g +6.75 5.804 
II II ti F g -4.ooo 3.939 
IV G2-Gr.Av.l s 18 +8.333 4.242 
II fl II F 15 -4.200 6 .456 
G3-Gr.Av.2 s 1$ ~i-6. 733 4.6em 
II It It F 15 -9.444 4.232 
The first gos,l Mt was for tri&J. two e.nd. was not motiva.ted by success 
or failure. Four motivated goals were set. The sec-ond and third goals 
were set for trials three and four. The fourth and fifth goa.ls were set 
for trials five &,nd si:x:. G·roup averages w·ere used for trinls five a.nd six 
by experinen.tal groups I 1.md II. Group e,verB.ges were used :for tri~.ls th.ree 
a..nd four 'by experimental groups III and IV. The f:i.rst entry in Ta,ble XVI 
gives information concerning the fo-u.rth go9,l and the first group !');;;re:rnge 
used by ex-perimenfa1 group I. At the time of trial five t.he sub,ject set 
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his fourth goal 13,fter he had been ·told 'i;he group avera,ge for the previous 
trial. 
P,.n e:r-,.amina,tion of 1'.ra,ble XVI shows ·that all the subgroups experiencing 
success ha.ve a positive mel'!l.n and all of the :failure subgroups have $, nega-· 
tive mei;n. The investige,tion of goal disc:repa;acy scores showed tb.E.t those 
in group competition who experienced failure had a tow.l goal dincrepancy 
mean which rras negative. So, it is expected that the difference between 
the group average and. the goal set for the next pe:rf o:rmance would be quite 
large in~ negative direction. 
TOT.AL$ FOR :OIFJi'E!JITNC:ms J3F.TWTu'.illN GOALS AllD GROUP AV'HffiAGES 
=======~--::::-=====-=-=·=·-================== 
Total S. E. of 
tlo ti va ti on No. Points Mean S. D. Mean 
s 112 +535 +4.777 4,7Tl .649 
F 112 -1118 -9.982 10.120 .956 
,\ccoraJ.ng to expectations. in. su.ccess, the subjects raised. their goal 
above the group f .. verage aJ.'la. lowered the goal beneath the group average in 
failure. It mi~y be noted a,g,9,in that fe.ilu.re results :i.n lowering of the 
goal. Iu fa.iJ.urs the goal was lowered more than twice as fe,r as the goal 
was :raised in success. 
A comparison of Tg,ble XV and. Table XVII brings forth additional sig-
nifica,n.t information. The su.in of the point,s made by the success and. fail-
ui·e subg:rou.p!E! which experienced grou:-p motivation is grea.ter then the total 
for those that experienced self competition. This is additional evidence 
favoring group competition as being a greater factor in motivation than 
self competition, a,s experienced in this investigation. The more positive 
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this score the greater was the success experienced and the more negative 
the greater failure wa.s experienced. An analysis of f::t:ilure in the two 
types of competition shows that failure was a greater fa,ctor in group com-
petition. In fact, failure in grou,p competition h.9,d almost twice as mB.ny 
points as fa,ilu:re iu self competition. The cri tica.1 ratio of 3 .S4S wa,s 
obtained for the failure groups. This was, of eourse, highly significant. 
More positive points were produced by succes!!, &,s a motivator in 
group competition, than in self competition. This showed thB,t the goa.l was 
raised higher above the given informa~ion in group competition than in 
self competition. 
Attainment Discrepancy; 
The attainment discrepency is a term referring to the difference be-
tween the level of aspiration and the achievement score made on that per-
formance. The attainment discrepancy score is positive if the a.chievement 
score is higher than the goal and the attainment discrepancy is negative 
if the score is lower than the goal. An examination of a level of aspir-
ation si tua. tion shows th.a. t the goal discrepancy score is ::probably a more 
accurate factor than the attainment di screpe,ncy. in giving inf orms.tion. 
concerning the psycho:togieal goal stro.cture. In setting the goal discrep-
ancy score the subject knows the past score and. then determines the goal 
as the final step. But to determine the attainment discrepancy score the 
final step is the achievement or performa.nee score which i.s not a direct 
open ste,temen.t but depends upon the actw,l performance. This means the 
latter is not as simply controlled and. probably is not e.s aceura.te a. re-
flectfon of the structured field. 
Table VIII showed. that e.11 the means of the a.chievemen t gains were 
positive. That is, the improvement was general regardless of the type of 
competition or moti vat:ton. Yet, most of the goals we1·e lo;:rnred 'belo,1 the 
previous score as showed by the number of negative goal discrepancy scores. 
So, with lowered goals, in most cases, but rPi sed achievement scores one 
would expect positive attainment discrepimcy scores. 
Table XV'III gives informa..tion showing that the above st.9,tenient is 
true. The single f:wt that the goe.ls were lower thrm the previous per-
form:smce accounts for the negative goal discrepancy scores a,na. the positive 
attaJ.nment discrepancy scores. 
TABLE XVI II 
!!C~l~NS AJ:ID ST~JWARD DEVIAT.I01il'S OF .ATTAINMEiif~: DISCPJ.iJPAHC'f SCORF,S 
FOR succ:mss AN]) FAI1UR111 SUBGIIOUPS 
Q:roup 
I 
II 
A. D. 
Score 
A D2 
II ii 
.A D3-
l'i. I! 
A D4 
II ll 
.P~ D5 
Ii If 
li. D2 
II I! 
A :03 
II n 
A Dll 
II II 
lt D5 
fl 11 
Success or 
] 1ailure 
... 
--· --.~--
s 
F 
s 
F 
s 
li' 
s 
1!"' 
s 
F 
s 
1i~ 
s 
F 
s 
Jl 
~"'=== 
Mo. Mean S. D. 
--
17 +l .03$ 12.566 
19 +7.552 7.436 
19 +7.790 ) 6 . 1-L 20 
17 +6.705 13 .115 
17 +7.55g 4.862 
19 ·t-7 .S42 12.245 
19 +11.236 5.626 
17 +6.765 6.46s 
13 + .15)~. 7.s12 
13 +12.714 s .944. 
14 t-12.929 9Js96 
13 +4.615 6.346 
14 +9.143 9 .s7t~ 
13 .;,-6 .077 13 .4lt.6 
13 +9.769 12.46S 
14 +10.000 9,923 
~
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Tl\.13LE XVIII (Continued) 
A. D. Success or 
g.roup Score Failure No. Mean S. D. 
II! A D2 s $ 
-1. 750 9.350 
If II F 3 
-5.375 7.242 
A D3 s g +6.875 s.332 
ll tl F g +2.125 5.206 
A D4 s 8 
-1.375 11.2s6 
n 11 F g +21.875 13.565 
A D5 s 8 +17 .625 13.555 
II 11 F s 
-1.125 5,840 
lV A D2 s 18 +7.277 7 .694 
II ll F 15 +4.600 s.731 
A D3 $ 15 +1.200 4.523 
11 II F 1$ +4.612 9 .616 
,&, D4 s 17 + .236 13.705 
II II F 16 +7.250 9,134 
A D5 s 16 +6.937 11.006 
H II F 17 +4.706 12.080 
The first attainment discrepancy score is listed in the table as 
11 A.D. Score 2. 11 This score is obtained by subtracting the second level of 
aspiration from the achievement score obtained for the third trial. The 
third trial was the first trial to experience success or fa.ilure. The 
first goal was· necessarily set for the second trial and the second. goal 
for the third trial .• etc. 
All of' the means for grotq? one and group two have a positive align. 
Group four ruts no negative means and group three ha,s four negative means. 
It is quite evident that the e,ttainment discrepency scores are mostly 
positive. A comparison of the attainment discrepfl.ney score with the goe1 
discre:p,mcy score shows that the latter is a more stable measure subject 
to less fluctuation. The largest stands,rd devia.tio11 for the goa,1 discrep-
:,incy scores is 10.105 Md l.argest for the a.tta.imnent scores is 14.620. 
IJ.11::l.e largest range for the goal a.iscrepancy score is forty-seven and sixty-
six :for the attainment discrepancy score. 
TABLE XIX 
TOT.tu.S FOR ATTAINMEMT DISCREPA~TCY SCORES 
====================-~:========== 
Tots.l $, E. 
Competition Motivation No. Poin.ts Mean Mean s . D. 
Self Success 112 +586 +5.232 1.265 13.385 
II Failure 112 +840 +7 .500 1.076 11.385 
Group Success 112 ,.7g3 +6.991 .s57 9.07; 
II Failure 112 +611~ +5.4S2 .962 10.185 
Table XIX shows thn.t all the totaJ.s for the groups ~,re positive with 
only slight varfonce in the means. No statistice,lly significant results 
are evident from a st"L'!dy of this t1--tble. The standard errors of the means 
end the stano..ard deviations are both considerably larger than those for 
the goal discrepancy scores. Again iltdicating the greater superiori.ty of 
the goal fliscre:pttncy score over the attainment discrepan.cy score as a,11 
indicator of the student's rel:l.ction to the si tu.e,tion. 
Analysis of Upper ~ ~ Quartiles 
1
.PABLE XX 
LOCATION OF Q;L AND Q,3 FOR ACHUWEMJffiSfT, TOT.At. lffllVfBER. OF CASF,S , 
AND NUMBER OF ct~s:ms IN F..A.CH G roue 
Q;uartile No. of Cases No. of Cases 
l?oints Total GrouE l 
~ 53.3 2S 9 
Q,3 74.0 2el $ 
Q,l 
Q.3 
TABLE XX: ( Con tinned.) 
------------------
No. of Cases 
_ Grou;e II 
7 
6 
i\To. of Oases 
_Group III 
1 
7 
1!o • of C11ses 
Group IV 
11 
7 
=======-===-=============== 
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It was considered advisable to investigate the upper and lower quar-
tiles for sigp.,ifieent trends. The selection of these quartiles vuls based. 
according to the scores made on trial one. The ob,ject w1:1,s to a.etermine 
if thic experiment suJ::ist,:mtia ted previous i:flvestig;2, tion rma. to see if ru1y 
new conclusions wouJ.d be avrdla,ble. Q,l ws.i?J loc11tec.t at 53. 3 e,nd C'),3 was 
74.0. '1'wenty-eight cases were above 7li-.O and twenty-eight casee were lo-
cated below 53.3. Gmup IV has the lf;;,rgest number in. Q,1 and G·rou.p I h~.l"l 
the le,rgest nuJ11ber in ci3. 
TABLE XXI 
TOTJ\!, (} .. nms ' 'I'OTAL GO.JU, DIS CJIFJI)AHC".i" $GORES AND IJ:O".Ull! A:CTAINl:Ti!.l:Pll 
DJ:SCRmPi'JWY SCORES J!iJR IJ:'HE UPPJl!P Al{O 1JOWER Q,DJ.T1.1I1ILES 
=-··--~t:r<~>~ ... --=======================, 
Ini t;ial .Achievement 
Score 1.rotals 
1253 
2376 
Go.ins 
Tota.ls 
+290 
+11-$6 
G·ottl 
Disc. :fo tal 
Att2.inmen t 
Discrep!:UlCX Total~ 
+ 335 
+129~. 
The li tera;ture f'r,;.ils to reveal consistent results from comp8.r:i.ng the 
u:ppe r and lower q_uarti le s in reg a.rd to a chi eve men t. This inve s t:tga, ti on 
showed that those sub,ject~1 YJi th the highest ini ti:::1J. aoil::l. ty !i!E.il.e th(l larg-
est gains in achievement score,;3. 1.Phe differ<,mce ig not stt,1,tist:l.cally s:i.g-
nificB.11"1; 1mt might posrd.bl;y be so with a Lc1.:cger rnnnber of snl:J,jects in the 
are expressed in te!'l.:ns of IJerce.ntr;ige gain. Since the achievements of the 
inf'eTior subjects are lower in the beginning, it is possible for a sm!:1,ller 
gain to ma,ke a larger percento,.ge ge,in than for a lruger gain, for ~; superior 
sub,ject, whose initial score is higher. In th:ls investigation it is founcl 
-that the percentage ga.in for the upper quartile is 20 )1.5% end. the :pereent-
a.ge g:9,L'fl for the lower quartile is 23.14%. In terms of achievement scores 
only, the upper quartile ma.de the grea. ter gain. In terms of pe~rcen t;n,ge 
ge,in the lower qua.rti1e made the larger gain. 
In consideration of the goal discrepancy i,cores i. t is found. thro,t the 
uppeT qu&,rtile has f'.), negative gotil d:'Lscrep&.ncy score t1.nd. the lower qua,rtile 
has a positive goal d1screpanc;ir score. This finding substantiates ~' ccn-
sicle:rt:',ble 1::1.r11ount of fo:rmer research in which the u:pper qu'.'),rtile of ~, groi.ip 
would. have a. :negs, ti ve goal di screprmcy score nn a the lower qUs":l,rtile wcrul cl 
have a po si ti ve goaJ. discre1-1ancy score. ~!\,n r,,na.lysl s of the goo,1 (liscrep::;.ncy 
scores for the u;pper a.mi lower quartiles prod:uced n cri ticn.l ratio vihich 
wa,1 significa,;1 t 'beyond the th:1:ee per cent level. 
A study of '0he attainment discrepancy score totals gives results vihi.ch 
a.ppear to be o_uite definite. Apparently. previo·us in.vestiga,t:lems have 
provided li ttJ.e informt=,,tion concern.int; the behg·vior of the a.tta.irunent dis-
crepe,:ncy scores when studying the upper and lower quB.rtiles. Both tot~11s 
were positive 19.lthou.gh the (;;a. tot2l was almost four times as large as the 
Q,3 total. The critical rD.tio of 3.54 was significant. ·rhe conclusion 
that rnay be macte is th.'.3,t the upper quartile I s atta.:i.nment d.iscrepancy score 
is consid.era.bly larger than the l01Ner Cfllr?.rtile's score. Th:is is caused by 
the u.pper qu.,),rtile setting low J}!'Otective goa.ls. 
111 sunmis.:r;:v, it may ·be said that the upper qn2,rtile a.chieved a, greater 
ga,in in improved scores hut a lesser percentage grdn, than the lower 
quartile. The upper tflJ.e,:r'bile had a nega.tive goal discrepa.ncy score and 
the lower quartile ha.d a positive .go.91 discrepancy score. The upper que,r-
tile had .3, considerably gre<1:1.ter positive attain.,T11en. t discrepancy score th.an 
the lower quartile. 
SUMMAnt JN'D CONCLUSIONS 
ditional information cqnc_erµin.g gCJ~. s.etting u.nde_rc .. condi-Uo.11s._..of'.,il1lC~~ss 
~- ~~~,_-•• ~~C- ··-· • "- • • ••• ,c.,.;..,---· • • ·- • ~ 
and under conditions of fail.ure. This goal setting behavior was studied 
---·-~·-···---~-~--==-~------~-·-·-·=·-· =·····,. u., ..... ---~ - . ··-----· ....... ____ . -·--··' .. - - ......... -· ........... ,• --··-~-·-·, ........... , ........ _.,.,,..... . ... ,. 
'--~~~~, ti.v~ .<!!fl~f(=Jnt .. ~Jit~~. of' ~om;pe~i_t!o:n! ( One situation provided self com-
petition and the other was a kind of group competition in \Vhi_eh the indi-
vidual competed with the group average-~ One hundred twelve high school 
senior psychology students were the subjects. They were divided into four 
groups a.ccording to the hour they attended the psyehology cla,ss. A -differ-
en t group of students was used in preliminary experimentation. @e te,sk 
was to work simple addition problems-~>; Each problem was made up of four 
single digit figures arranged in a single column. The subjeet was to work 
as many as possible in. a. :f:i.ve minute period) The performance was r&peated 
-; 
six times at two-week interval~) The .f'irst trial ws,s per.formed without 
l 
pa,rtieular motivation) The subject was given the score on the :first trial. 
just before he made the second trial ~-.AJ;__tb.j_s_. tiroe,..he set,.hiS-a .. ti.rs-t.,.leve1, 
of aspiration. For the third trial two groups ent_ered self -competition·· 
and two groups entere~ ~roup competition_. All subjects experienced failure 
------- - -· - ·- ----------- ·-· ~. , .. ---
and success in both types of competition. 
ulation of the information given to the subject. In self competition the 
subject was give:q as his previous score a figure above ~! be~ow th~_ go_i:,..l._ 
set for that trial. In group competition the subject was ~ivel1 the g:rou;p 
" ~.ver-M~ :;1s above or below the score he had made for a certe,i~-- ~r~~'.~. 
Levels of aspiration were set for aJ.l trials except the first trfa,l. A 
study was made of these subjects whose initial scores WP,.I'e in either the 
upper or lower quartile. 
10 
i. '?he information was used to obtain achievement gr::i.ins or lossest go~ 
discrepancy seorest attainment discrepancy scorest goal differences in 
" '· 
self competition, and the difference between th~ grQup_av~:r,a.ge an.a. th.e 
goal in group competition. 
--- I,; 
Conclusions 
In most instances there was a rather general increase :i.n the aehieve-
men t means by the various groups from tria.l to trial. A s tuey of the 
achievement gains showed no statistically significant difference between 
the success and :failure subjects who bad experienced self competition. 
For group competition a statistie-".ll.ly signifieant diff'erence b~yond the 
one per cent level was obta,ined for the success and failure subjects. The 
success total gains were conside~,bly greater than the total made by the 
failure sub.jects. There was a. significant difference between the two suc-
cess groups. The group success subjects made almost twice as many :points 
as the self competition success subjects. 
A study of the goa.1 discrepancy scores showed that they were generally 
negative. This was due to the tendency to set low protective goals.. The 
successful situation was not enough of' 8. psychologlcaJ. factor to produce a 
positive goal discrepancy score. Failure produced a small positive go81 
discrepancy score in self' competition. Failure produced a large negative 
goal discrepancy score in group competition. This indicates that failure 
caused the goal to be lowered more in group competition than in self com-
petition. 
An examination of the self competi ti.on subgroups showed that without 
exception the means of the goal differences \Vere positive for the success 
situations and were negative for the failure situations. The failure 
negative total was considere,bly larger than the suecess positive total. 
This indieates that in this particular experiment failure lowered goals 
more than success mi sed the goa1s. 
An analysis of the upper and lower quartiles showed that those sub-
jects with the highest initia,l scores made the larger gain in achievement 
s.eores. When the gain was expressed in a percentage gain 'the subjects in 
the lower quartile made the greater gain. Consideration of the goal d.is-
crepanc~ scores showed that the stibjeets in the upper quartile had a total. 
naga ti ve goal discrepe.ney seere and . the subjects in the lower que.rtile ha.d 
a positive total goal. discrepancy score. The sub,jects in the upper quar-
tile had a much larger positive attainment discrepancy score than those in 
the lower quartile. T.his was due to the tendency for the upper qu.e,rtile 
to set low goals. 
~jor Conclusions 
l. Success ea.used a greater improvement in performa.nce than failure . 
. __ ..,. ___ ...._... .,. _,,......,.,... ,.,.__,..,..,_,_,,_,,_,, .. .__..__, ___ ··-· _, ..... ,-~....,._,...__. __ --~-...-.,. '···- ---· 
2. Su.ccess caused scores to be raised more in group competition 
.. c-~-~ ·--" .• - .• ,. •• _ .• __,._..,_. , . .. ·J··----·.- __ __._~-•· , .. , .•.. , .... ,,._.,_, .... -. .. ,b.,~-.'F~--...,,,_,.,__ 
than in sel.f eompeti tion. • 
. -_;,:·---··-... ~------~---7, .. ·.,. -·- -... -· .... 
3. Failure lowered goals more than success raised them. 
4<- Failure caused goals to be lowered more in group eompetition. 
-- ............. __ .._,~.--..,~- -~~ .- ·~·-~--« ... i·----·~c:.c-- __,::,, ._...,,_..,,_ ...... -.. ~ ·,:;-·---~--·?··---~-~.··--·--- .. -~.·-·--·- --- __ .._,~··---·-··----.--~ .... 
tharl: in self con.1;pe~i t_!on. 
5. Those subjects with higher initial scores ma,de a, greater 
.,., -·-·. >'-'--~.,~ .• -.............. ,.,:;.·. -
aehievement gain than those with. lower initial scores. 
6. In terms of percentage gain the Eiubjects in the lower qru;i.rtile 
,• • 0 • 0 - 0 •, • •• < 0 '••' :"~' ••,, C --... -~_., .. ,,•,-:.;,,• -
made a greater gain than those in the tt:pp_er q.ua.z:ti~e • 
. ·, -:.;:::--._:,,.__,,..-...·-=-··- - - ~ . ~ -- ...... - -
7. The subjects in the upper quartile had ~,_tot.al ~e,.g~,ti'VeLgoal 
_,._- •..;:,-.=-::.-~· . ·- - . 
. . ~--·----~·-·-- ~-.. ·- .. ·....-
discrepancy seore and the sub,je(?ts in th~ low.e.r . quartile .had l.".t 
total positive goal discrepancy score. 
S. The subjects with high 3,chievement in perfo:rnianee ·set ·low. -. 
protective goals. 
Educational_ I:m;plications 
The question might be asked as to how mucll bearing the results of 
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this study should have upon the work of the classroom teacher. The answer 
is that while the conclusions a.re fairly definite, they are of only limited 
applicability in educationa1 pra,ctiee. These eoncl u.sions should be con-
sid.ered in rela,tion not only to the problem of learning as sueh~ but also 
to the aims of education, its individua.l and social purposes. 
This experiment was of a laboratory nature. If its eoncluaions were 
to be scientifically sound, it was necessary that it be performed under 
controlled conditions. It was necessary to eliminate as many variables as 
possible, otherwise it would rave been extremely ·dif:f'ieul t to determine 
what was being measured. The use of ordinary sub,jeet m&.tter would have 
introduced many factors that would have confused the si t~,tion. Prominent 
among these factors are emotion.al disturbances caused by like or dislike 
of the subject, teacher, or school. The fear of low grades, for example, 
produces emotional bloclw,ge in some chilclren. Such disturbing elements 
tend to prevent the disclosure of uncolored data concerning suecess and 
failure in the two kinds of competition used in the experiment. 
The experiment showed that success wa.s superi~_l' __ ~?" t)i.,i}:_ll!:€:. in _stj,~-
la ting achievement. li"ailure played an important pa.I"_t Jp._ ;p_;t"Q@eing lowered 
- " .. -·~ ·--- ~ - -- .- ·-r--~~ ~~---=-.-·~--- ·~--...,.:•- ---. ·--· .~· .--.,-- ··~- ~~.., ··-·--·· -----· - - ·-"-,.···--~ ~ ----·-,-,,-;:··,- - -- __ ,__.:.. ..... - .: 
goals. Success produced gree,ter achievement in group C()~J;>?_:t;i,.-t.;j.o'.(l ;tl':ta:Q. jJl 
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self competition, awl :failure lowered goals more in group competition -than 
,,,---------·-
··-
in self competition. It :i.s e,pparent from these f2.ct!: tht3,t where the teach-
er I s purpose fo lea1ning or mastery there should ·be :provided e,s r:1any sue-
cessi't:i.1 experi0nces &.s :possible in this type of gro11:p competi tio11. Fur-
thermore, the students in the u:p:per quartile t:1hould. set higher go~,ls which 
would be closar to th0ir l0vel of achievement. It follows that if the 
tea,cher is concehrecl as 2,11 expert in the tM,ching of l3Ubject lTk':.i tte:r in a 
pe,rticuJ.z,r field., it wou.ltl be 1.:1,dva,."1. ta,g;eous for him to a.hcover the indi-
vidual differe:rwes present L".l each student ;1,n.d. to provide appr,,prfa;te edu-
cational erpe:..~iences for maximum growth of each chilt'l. 
:But it is important to observe that other purposes than mS\.stery of 
sub,joct matter are ·ddely expressed todE,¥. It is quite I)OSsible ·thB,t the 
very co1apetition tl:iat would stimulat,'3 effort for m2.stery might thwe,rt. the 
matter alone ls uot sufficient. 11J:1ey believe that competition a.ml rhralry 
is a.11 incentive conducive to antagonistic attitudes and to antisoci:il 
behavior.56 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the bearing of this study upon 
the work of the teacher depends upon the general philosophy of the school 
and upon the specific si tu.'J, tion. It nru.st certa.inly be recognized that, 
strictly spel"l,king, the study :h.E.s no absolute educational implice,tions. It 
does no more than to supply an import:mt body of data. that ought to be 
given consideration by educators. It suggests how efficiency may be in-
creased. und.er the de-scribed circumstances. 
56 I:Ia,rold Kingsley, The N'ature ~ Conditions .2£ Le~~,rning, p. 9S. 
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